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Abstract
Knowledgeof diet is fundamental to studies of sealecologyand
especiallyto any understanding of their role as predatorsin the northwest
Atlanticmarineecosystem, Hoodedseals (Cyosloplloracrlstata) areoneof
the largestof the nonherophocidsandare abundantin the northAtlantic and
Arcticseas, but very little quantitative data is availableon theirfeeding
behaviour anddietarypreferences. The mainobjectiveof this studywas 10
determinethe diet of hoodedseals in Newfoundland waters.
Otolithsof six commonprey species.determinedfroma previous
studyon dietof hoodedseals, wereused to determinefish length I weight-
otolithlengthI heightregressions. Forall speciesexceptGreenlandhalibut.
the strongestcorrelations betweenotolith sizeand fish lengthI weight were
establishedusingmaximumotolithlength. ForGreenlandhalibut. maximum
otolithheight gave a bettercorrelationwith fish lengthand weight. Least
squareslinearequationswereused to derivefish length for Arcticcod,
Atlanticherring andcapelin,while secondorder polynomial modelswere
usedfor Greenlandhalibut,redfishspp.•andAtlanticcod. Fishweight
estimates werederivedusingpower(log - log)modelsforall six fishspecies.
Stomachcontentsof 67 hoodedsealscollected frominshoreand
offshorewatersoff Newfoundlandwereexaminedto detenninethe typesof
preyeaten by hoodedseals. The majorityofstomachs (73%)camefromthe
nearshore region along the nonheast coast of Newfoundland and were taken
in April. Over half of the samplescollected were female (64.2%).
Fourteen prey groups were identified in stomachs (10 fish. 4
invertebrate). The relative importance of prey, expressed as the percent total
wet weight of prey recovered, indicated that Greenland halibut (Reinhardtlus
hippoglossoides ) was the most important species, followed in order of
importance by rcdfish (Sebastes spp.), Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida),
Atlantic herring tClupeaharengus ), squid (Gonams spp.), Atlantic cod
(Gadus morhua ) and capclin (Mal/olus villosus ).
Using otoliths from a previous study and from this study, lenglhsand
weightsof fisJ1 were estimated from a total of 72 stomachs. Hooded sealsfed
mainlyon fish of 25 · 35 cm length for the larger species. and 15 • 25 em for
the smaller ones. Fish consumed by seals caught incidentally from offshore
trawlers were larger than those taken elsewhere. The estimated lengths. and
proportions (% weight) of fish found per stomach did not differ signif icantly
between male and female hoodedseals.
The proportions (percent weight) of redfish and Atlantic herring
consumed by hooded seals were significantly larger in the summer months,
whereas a higher proportion of Arctic cod was conswned in the winter
months. No seasonal differences were found in actual lengths of fish eaten.
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Total energetic values for fish eaten were calculated from estimated
wet weights and energy densitites (kJ/g). Greenland halibut. Atlantic herring
and Atlantic cod had the highest average energeticvalues (kJ ). followed by
redfish, Arctic cod. capelin and squid. Relative contributions of prey.
expressed as the percent total energ y of prey recovere d. showed that
Greenlandhalibut contributed approximately 53% of the total energy
consumed. follo wed by redfi sh. Atlanti c herrin g. Arctic cod . squid. Atlantic
cod andcapelin. These proportions corresponded with those obtained from
percent total wet weight of prey recovered.
The relative abundance of thefish specieshas a strong Influenceon the
compositionof the food in the dietof seals. Hoodedsealsspend somelime in
areas that are exploitedby commercial fisheries. and consume. commercial
fish species of commercial size. However. in order to evaluate the impact or
local predation on individual fish stocks. more information on behavioural
and physiological cha racteristics of seals and fish are needed.
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CHAPTER . :
General In t rqduc t ion
I 1 BiolQgy of hooded seals
The hooded seal (Cystophora cristata) isone of the largestof the
northernphocids. Males reach a lengthof about 2.6 m andweighbetween
300 - 450 kg; the females are slightly smaller at 2,2 m and 150 - 300 kg
(Kovacs& Lavigne. 1986). Hooded seals grow rapidly, most females
reaching sexual maturityand whelping by around six years. Males reach
sexual maturitybetweensix and ten years (Reeves& Ling, 1981). The
maximumage in both sexes isapproximately 35 years (0 ritsland &
Benjamins en , 1975) .
Hooded seals aredifficult animals to study, due primarily to the
environment in which they live. As pelagic deep - diving animals, they tend
(0 remain offshore and haul out on the heavy drift ice of the north Atlantic
and Arctic seas (King. 1983). They rarely frequent land or shore - fast ice
and arc Ihus isolated frommuch human interaction. It is believed that
hooded seals are less gregariousthan most other northern seals. dispersing
widely while feeding , and remaining solitary or in small groups except
during the breeding period when they congregate for two to four weeks
(I<JrilSland. 1990).
t .1.t. Distribution
Basedon whelping concentrations. thrce populationsarc recognized
in thenorth Atlantic (Figure 1.1.). The largest group whelps off the coast of
southern Labrador and lor nonhern Newfoundland(the "Front"). A
smaller groupof hooded seals found in theGulf of51. Lawrence (the "Gulf")
is usually included with this popu lation. A second major concentrationof
whelpinghooded seals occurs in theDavis Strait. between Greenlandand
Canada (640 N). A third group breeds in theeastern At lantic off Jan Maycn
(71° N. goW) east of Greenland (Sergeant. 1974: Bowen. Bonncss.&
OCtedal. 1987). Although hooded seals breed in these threeseparatearcus,
stockdelineations are not clear. Animals from the Davis Strait and
Newfoundland I Gulf breeding areas mix at the moulting grounds. and the
similar timing of whelping among all three groups suggests that the
populations may not be independent(Sergeant, 1914).
The northwest Atlantic populations begin their migration to the
traditional moulting area in the Denmark Strait (660 - 68° N) following
breeding in late March or early April. However, recent informationsuggests
that some hooded seals may remain in Canadianwaters fora period of
months before heading up to the DenmarkStrait tomoult (G. Stenson,
Departmentof Fisheries and Oceans, SI. John' s. pers. ccmm.).
Map of the northwest Atlan tic showing the whelping and moultin g grounds
of hooded seals (Cyslopho r a criSlQID) surrounding Newfoundland and
G ree nland.
,r
i
I
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Moulting occurs in late June or July (Kapel, 1982). On completion of
moulting near the end of Jul y, the populations disperse, presumab ly along the
coast ofGrceniand. Autumn and winter distribution of hoo ded sea ls in
Canadian waters is poorly k nown, but timing of migration into Canadian
waters is ind icated by repeated sightings on the Grand Banks off
Newfo undland in mid- wi nter (Ras mussen. 1960 : W. Penney, Department of
Fisheries and Oceans . St. Jo hn's, pers. comm.) and incidenta l entra pments in
fish inggear off Labrador and northeastern Newfoundland in Janu ary and
February (Lien. Stenson & Nl. 19 88).
As a result of these pa tterns of distribution and the p resent patterns of
hunt ing, hooded seals are m ost often available for sampling inCanadian
wa ters between Feb ruary and May from the deep water channels in the
near shore waters along the northeast coast of Newfoundland (No rthwest
Anantic Fisheries Organization , N AFO, area 2J3KL, Fig. 1.2.), and , to a
lesserextent. in wa ters alon g the so uth coast of Newfound land.
EiW.2.
Map of the Northwest Atlantic surroundingNewfoundland and Labrador
showing divisions of areas established by theNorthwest Atlantic Fisheries
Organization (NAFO).
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1.1.2. Popula tions
In 1984, pup produc tion in the whelping patches at the From and in the
Davis Strait were estimated by aeria l surveys (Bowen, Myers & Hay, 1987).
In the Davis Strait, pup production was estimated to be 18,600 (95%
confidence interval of 14,000 ·23,000) whereas at the Front. un esti mated
produ ction of 61,400 (95% C.l. 43,700 ~ 89,(00) . Roff & Bowen ( 19R3)
estimated a four 10 one ratio of harp seal (Plwcagroentandica) pups to seals
aged ] and over (1+) in order to estimate total harp seal populations.
Assuming this same ratio, the total population of hooded seals at the Front
would be approximately 300,000 in 1984. Estimates of pup production in the
Gulf are approxima tely 2,000 (Hamm ill, Stenson & Myers, 1992).
The proportion of the total hooded seal population actually present in
Canadian waters at any given time is unknown. Although hooded sea ls
unde rgo reg ular schedules of migra tion and dispersal , their specific
movements may vary with changes in climate and ice cover (Reeves & Ling.
1981). Immature hooded seals are not often seen in southern Canadian
waters , and it is possible they remain in Green land or the Arctic throughout
the year (Kape l, 1980).
I 2 Feeding of hooded seals.
A better understandingof the ecology of hooded seals can be gained
through knowledge of feed•.ig. For example, feeding studies can elucidate
informationon behaviour: whether the seals are specialist or generalist
consumers , or whether gender, age or seasonal differences in feedingexists.
Informationon feeding is also important in the assessment of the potential
interactions between hooded seals and commercial fisheries.
To understand feeding ecology several factors must be evaluated.
Primarily, diet composition must be determined: information gained
including type of prey consumed, size (weight, length and volumes)of
variousprey in the meals. and average meal size (Bonner, 1982; Beddington,
Beverton & Lavigne. 1985: Bowen. 1985: Harwood & Croxall, 1988).
Relative caloric contributions of various prey in the meals consumedat
different locations must also be established. Energy content of the prey, as
well as diet. can also vary seasonallyand geographically. If such Information
is used in conjunction with measurements of the daily energy requirements.
the quantities of different species that are consumed at different times of year
throughout the seals' range can be estimated (Harwood & Croxall, 1988).
Qualitative and quantitative information on thefood of seals, by
examination of stomachcontents, has been collected for species such as
harbour seals ( Phoca vttutina sand stellar sea lions(Eumetopiasjubatus) in
the Gulf of Alaska (Pitcher. 1981), ribbon seals (Phocafasciata) in the
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Bering Sea (Frost & Lowry. 1980), harp seals in the northeast Atlantic
(Lydersen, Angantyr, Wiig & 0rit sland. 1991), and coastal watersof west
Greenland (Kape l & An gantyr, 19S9), and grey seals ( Halichoerus !:1)'PflS )
in eastern Canada (Benoit & Bowen, 1990) have been described inthis
manner . However , very little had been documented of the feeding ecology or
hooded seals.
J 3 Ohiect jyes of study
The main objective of this study was to determine the diet of hooded
sealsin the watersoff the coast of Newfoundland. This was accomplished in
three phases.
In the first stage. common fish preyspeciesof hooded seals foundin
watersoff the coast of Newfoundland (Stenson,Ni, Ross & McKinnon, 1991)
were used to derive estimates of fish lengthand fish weight from the
measuredsize of otoliths into fish length I weight - otolith length I height
regressions (Chapter 2). These relationships were fit with least squares
regressions. using linear, polynomial and power (log- log) models.
Differences in length and heightbetween left and right otoliths of each
species, as well as spatial and temporaldifferences in size within each fish
specieswerealso examined.
In the second stage.stomach contents of hooded seals collected from
the waters off Newfoundlandand Labradorwere examined in order to
II
determine the types of prey eaten (Chapter 3). The average sizes (length and
weight)of prey eaten were determined from the regressionequations
established in the previous section. Relative importanceof food items in the
diet wereexpressed through reconstructing weights of prey species found in
the stomach contents. These resultswerecomparedwith frequency of
occurrenceresults obtained from the same stomachs examined. Gender and
seasonaldifferences in preyeaten werealso examined.
In the final section, energetic importance of the six commonprey
species which compri sed the hooded seal diet were examined (Chapter 4).
Caloricvalues were determined by proximalcompositionanalysis or from
publishedvalues. Bothwinterand summer caloric valuesof fish were
collected whenpossible. This information was used in conjunctionwith
estimated wet weightvalues obtainedfrom the previoussection in orderto
determinethe total energeticvaluesfor fisheaten. Seasonaland gender
differences in energetic values of fish were examined.The relative
importance of prey expressed as the percenttotal grossenergy of prey
recovered was determined. and comparedwithother methodsused
previously.
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CHAPTER 2:
Otolith siz e fish size relationships for major pr ey sped eS
2 J Introdu ction
Sagittal otoliths of teleos t fish found in the stomachs of seals arc often
used in the examination and interpretation of qualitativeand quantitative
aspects of food habits of seals and whales (Fitch & Brownell. I%8; Frost &
Lowry, 1980; f inley & Gibb, 1984). They arc resistant to digestion as they
are the most dense structure in fish, and situated well inside the brain cavity.
otoliths are well prot ected from digestive ju ices of the stomach (Treacy &
Crawford , 1981). Furth ermore , otoliths possess a se ries of morphological
features which arespecies- specific.
Since as early as 1903, researchershave used the presence of fish
otoliths in stomachs of marine mammals to identify prey species (Fitch &
Brownell. 1968). More recently, it has been demonstratedthat otoliths can
also be used to estimate the original lengths, weights. total numbersand ages
offish ingested (Frost & Lowry, 1981; North, Croxall & Doidge, 1983;
Jobling & Breiby, 1986; Finley, Bradstreet & Miller, 1990). Fish size
(length and weight) is usually derived through growth back - calculation
procedures based on the ratio between fish length and some measure of
otolith size (Carlander, 1981). The regression model predicts fish length
from the size of the otolith using a fish length I otolith length regression
equation from samples of the population. This procedure assumesno
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deviationof individual fish and otolith measurements from the overall
regression (Campana. 1990). Recentstudies have demonstratedthat within a
species. the otolith - fish lenglhrelationshipcan vary systematically with the
growth rate of the fish (Reznick, Lindbeck& Bryga, 1989;Secor & Dean,
1989), For example, otoliths from slow - growing adult fish are consistentl y
largerand heavier than thoseof fast - growingfish of the same size.
However, since the main purpose of these correlations in marine manunal
feedingstudies is to attain meanback - calculated lengths and weights rather
than individual values, this bias is unimportant.
A number of papers have been published in which otolithshave been
described. and their measurements usedto establish regressionequations to
determineoriginal fish lengthsand weights of prey consumedby seals. For
example,published keys to otoliths exist for adult fishes in the Gulf of
Alaska, Bering, and Beaufort Seas (Morrow, 1979), the Southern Ocean
(Hecht, 1987), and the northeast Atlantic (Harkonen, 1986). Relationships
of otolith length to fish length and weight have also been describedfor
selective fish species of the Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas (Frost, 1980;
Frost & Lowry, 1980; 1981),bays io Oregon (Brown & Mate, 1983)and
California (Antonelis, Fiscus & DeLong, 1984), and off southern New
England waters (Selzer, Early, Fiorelli, Payne & Prescott, 1986). However,
no published data exist whichestimate fish lengths or weights from otolith
measurements for fishes in the northwest Atlantic.
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Some studies haveshown that otolith size I fish size relationships may
vary both between stocks and between geographical regions (Messieh. 1972).
Thususeof equations derivedfromone areamaynot be appropriate for
another. Moreover. inmanyof the previous studies, infonnation onsample
size, sex,season, and reproductive statusof the samplesused werenot
presented. Information on whether or not both left and right otoliths were
usedin the analysis wasoftenmissing.
The purposeof this chapterwasto formulateequations to predict body
lengthand wet weight of fish at timeof ingestion for important preyspecies
of hooded seals found in waters off the coast of Newfoundland. The silt
common prey species used weredetermined from a previousdiet study of
hoodedseals (Stensonet al., 1991). Regression equations were constructed
by correlating otolith length and I or height with fish lengthand weight for
undigested fish. Differences in lengthand height between left and right
otolithsof each species wereexamined, as wellas spatial and temporal
differencesin the otolith I fish size relationship within each fish species.
2.2 Materials and Methods
Common prey speciesof hooded seals,Greenland halibut
(Reinhardtius hippogloissoides), redfish (Se hastes spp .), Atlanticherring
(Clupeaharengus ), Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida ), Atlantic cod (Gadus
morhua) , and capelin(MaJJotus vilJosus) were collected off the eastcoast of
Newfoundland by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans personnel during
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routine research cruises. Attempts were made to a) collect samples from
areas and seasons corresponding to those from which hooded seal stomach
samples werealso taken, and b) collect a large size (bodylength) range for
each fish species examined which included the size range of the prey found in
the hooded seals stomachs examined. Size range of ingested fish was
estimated from whole prey found in preliminary examination of stomachs.
A minimum of3 0 to a maximumof 71 samples fromeach fish species
were taken. In order to get a large enough sample size, and I or range in
lengths fora particularspecies. in someinstances. it was necessaryto
examine fish which had been collectedfromeither twodifferentareas, years
and/or seasons (fable 2.1.).
Specimens were frozenupon captureand storedat ~ 200C. Samples
were thawed prior to measurement, No correction was made for possible
reductions in length and I or weight due to freezing. Total length of fish C±
0.5 mm) was measured for Greenland halibut and capelin, while fork length
was taken for Arctic cod. Atlantic cod. redfish spp. and Atlantic
herring. Wet weight <:to.1g) was also determined for each fish. Both left
and right sagittal otoliths were extracted from each of these fish and stored
dry until measured. Maximum length (anterior - posterior) in the sagittal
plane and height (dorsal - ventral) (Fig. 2.1.), measured to the nearest 0.01
rnm, was recorded for each otolith using an image analyzer.
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Table 2.1. Location anddate of collection of common prey species of
hoodedseals ( Cystophoracristata ) collected inwatersoff
Newfoundland.
Fish Species NAFO Area
(Fig. 1.2 .)
Month Year Number
of Samples
Arctic cod 3K November 1991 30
(BOrt flglJdul saida)
Atlantic cod 3K December 1991 50
(Gadus mo,fl/U~ )
Capelin 3K July 1990 31
(M il I/ OIU! vll1osll' )
3L July 1991 40
Greenl and 3P, January 1991 24
halibut
(R t lnh.ard tlIlJ 3N November 1991 35hlppo glouoldts )
Allantic 3K July 1990 l5
herring
(CluptfJ haw.glls) 3K July 1991 37
Rednsh 3N August 1991 25
(StbflttlS sPP)
3L November 1991 2'
Diagramof the inner faceof a generic left sagittalotolith showinggeneral
physical characteristicsof the otolith. and the maximum lengthand the
maximum width measurements taken. In eachcase, lengthwasmeasured
first. and height taken at a perpendicularangle to the length.
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Diffe rences between measurement s of left and right otoliths
within eac h species were comp ared using two -tailed paired t - tests. Fish
length (FL) and otolith length (OL) or height (OH) comparisons were fit
with least squares regressions. A linear or polynominal model was used to
describe therelationship, dependingupon the varianceaccounted for.
Residua ls plotted against otolith length or height were visually exam ined. If
a pattern was found, the model was rejec ted.
Th e relations hips between otolith length or height and fish weight
(FW) were investigated by fitting linea r least squares regressions to the log -
transformed data (North et al.• 1983). The pow er curve was determined by
co rrelating the log of the otol ith length or he ight with the log of fish wei ght.
Models were rejec ted when patt erns we re found in the residual s.
Spa tial dif ferences in size co rrela tions were exami ned for the
Gre enland halibut and redfish samples which contained fish from different
areas with in one yea r. Te mpo ra l vari ations of the data were ex amined for
bo th Atlantic herrin g and cape lin samp les which contained fish from the
same area and month, bu t from two years (1990 and 1991 ; Table 2.1.).
Regressions were developed for each subset within each of these fish
species . Comparisons of slopes and in tercepts of the two lines were
compared using analysis of covariance . To val idate the equality of the slopes,
an inte raction effect was introduced into the equa tion. The test for
homogeneit y of regression looked for the presence of an interaction between
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otolithsize and eitherarea, season, or year. If the F test failed to showa
significant interactionat the 0.05 level, the slopes wereconsideredsimilar
(parallel) and the significance of thevertical differencebetweenthe two lines
(the difference in covarianceadjustedmeans) was tested (Hays, 1988).
Generally,pooling dam from differentpopulations lowers the precision of
the correlation. However, due to small sample sizes, uncertainty of existing
fish stocks, and the fact that fish samples were not available fromallareas, in
every season, for all years needed, the samples fromdifferent years, and
areas were combinedin the final regression analysis.
2.3.1. Relationship betweenleft and right otoliths
Left and rightotoliths were available for 28 Arcticcod, 26 Atlantic
cod, 69 capelin, 52 Greenland halibut, 43 herring, and24 redfish spp. Paired
t - testsshowed no significant differences betweenlengthor height
measurementsfor left 30_: rightotoliths for each of the six fish species
examined (Table 2.2.). Therefore, the measurements of the left and right
otolithswere averagedfor each fish, and thisaveragewas usedin the
subsequentregressionanalyses.
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Table 2.2. Resultsof t-test analysisonthe relationshipbetween lengths
(OL. in mm) and heights (OH. inrom) of rightand left otoliths,
from six important prey species of hooded seals (Cyslophom
cristata ) inwaters off Newfoundland.
I I
Species ar Otolith p= Oto lith p=
Length Height
Arct ic cod 27 0.18 0.86 · 1.53 0.1 4
l HortOKadus saldo)
Allanl ie cod 25 ·0.33 0.74 ·1.34 0.19
lG,l d llS ma, Inta )
Cape lin 68 -0.04 0.97 -0.39 0.70
( Mld/ll l llS "illolI")
Gree nland 51 0.58 0.56 0.57 0. 57
ha libut
tR'; lIlra rdril"
1t,,,. , /on. idu )
'\lIanlic herring 42 1.45 0.15 · 1.29 O.:iG
«.'/.~. lI"r,,,, II, )
Redfl sh 23 0.13 0.90 ·0.57 0.57
,S,b esle's spp )
2.3.2. Relationshipbetween otolith size and fish size
For all fish species, with the exceptionof Greenlandhalibut. maximum
otolithlength providedthe better correlation with fish length thandid otolith
height. For Greenland halibut.maximum otolith height was more highly
correlated with fish length (Table 2.3.).
Both linear andquadraticregression models were applied to the data in
orderto determine the best relationships between otolith sizeand fish length
for each of the six species. For Arctic cod, capelin. and hening,li ncar
regressions provided the best predictiveequstions of fish length from otolith
size (Figs. 2.2. and 2.3.). In each of these cases,the regression coefficients
(r2) were slightly higher using the linear model, although both regressions
werehighly significant (Table 2.3.), Visualexamination of residuals plottcd
against otolith length foreach of these speciesshowed no particularpattern
(see p. 635 of Hays, 1988 for a descriptionof pattcming in residuals)
indicating that the assumption of homogeneous variances wasnot violated
(Fig. 2.4. and 2.5.).
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Table2.3. Linearandq"'ldratic regression equations of fish length(FL. in
em) on otolithlength(OL, in nun) andotolilhheight(OH, in
mm) for pre y species of hooded seals(Cy slophora cristata s.
Species Equation , 2
Arclic cod A. .. 2.aSCOL)+ 1.53 0 .0001 0.92 310.21 30
l B. ,.illo) FL = O.I6(OL)2 + 7.84 0.0001 0.91 279 .04 30
A.. = 7.91(OH) - 6.19 0.0001 0.86 174.86 30
Ea peltn FL '"5.50(OL) - 0.08 0.0001 0.79 260.09 71
1M. ~ /IIOIU$) FL '"O.9O(OL)2 + 8.21 0.0001 0.77 23 1.86 71
FL = 7.08(OH) + 2.13 0.0001 0.51 69 .98 71
Atlanlic cod A. • 4.85(OL) . 25.62 0.0001 0.90 435.4 3 50
(G. mO,"'lIa) FL '"O.17(OL)2 + 8.47 • 0.0001 0.92 540 .78 50
FL.. 8.85(OH) - 14.72 0.0001 0.89 406 .67 50
Gree ntaa d
halibut FL · 5.64{OLI - 4.91 0.0001 0.95 117285 59
(R . FL · O.66(OH!' + 12.93 0.0001 0.96 1567.63 59
III ,p",loJJoldn l
FL - 7.62(OH) - 7.15 0.0001 0.96 1567.63 59
Atlantic: herring FL · 5.SS(OLI + 0.04 0.000 1 0.97 1723.41 62
(c. ". r, IIII /1, ) A. _ a.J8(OL)2 + 8.17 0.0001 0.96 1288 .39 62
FL - 13.61(OH) - 4.13 0.0001 0.94 1010.24 62
Kedfish A.. ,. 2.47(OL) . 1.68 0.0001 0.95 957 .92 50
(Stll/utts spp.) FL .. O.l2(OL)2 + 9.82 · 0.0001 0.96 1163.22 50
FL . 4.41(OH) - 5.16 0.0001 0.93 598.72 50
• Indicates the equationusedtoestimate original fish lengths
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fu..ll
Relationship betweena) otolith length(OL) andforklength (FL)of Arctic
cod (Boreogadus saida) (r1 =0.92, p =0.000 1. n = 30), andb) otolithlength
(OL) andlotallength (FL)of capelin (Mal/Clus vi ll osus ) (,2= 0.79, p =
O.OOOI , n =71).
a) FL = 1.5 + 2.0 (OL) R"2 = 0.92
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Relationship between otolith length (OL) and fork le ngth (FL) of Atlantic
herring (Clupea har engus ) (r2 =0.97, p= O.OOOl , n =62).
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FL = 0 .04 + 5.55 (OL) R"2 = 0.97
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Plots of residuals against otolith length (OL) of a) Arc ticcod (B()rcoxadu.'i
saida). and b) cape lin (Mal/otus "ilIosUJ) for the linear regressions shown in
Fig 2.2.
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Plot of residuals against otolith length(OL) o-f Atlantic herring (Clupea
harengus ) for the linear regression shownin Fig2.3.
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Residualsplotted againstotolith lengthfor Atlanticcodand redfish
samplesshowedsomepatterning in the linearregression; all residualpoints
fell abovethe zero line for both smaller and larger sized otoliths. whereas
residualsformid- sized otoliths feU equallyaboveWId belowthe line. This
suggestedthat theremay havebeen more to the relationshipbetweenotolith
lengthand fork lengththan could beexplainedby thesimple linear model,
and that the assumptionof homogeneityof variancehad beenviolated.
Residualsfor thequadratic relationshipsforAtlanticcod andredfishshowed
no apparentabnormalities andappeared to obey all assumptions (Fig. 2.6.),
Secondorderpolynomial regressions for bothspecies are giveninTable2.3.
andareshowninFig. 2.7.
Althoughthe linear regressionbetweenotolith height and forklength
for Greenlandhalibutprovided a goodfit to thedata,visual examinationof
the residualsshoweda slight pattern. A secondorderpolynomial was
therefore applied to the data (Fig. 2.8.). Residuals plotted against thesquare
of otolith height showed no particularpattern(Fig. 2.9.) .
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Eig,.22.
Plots of residuals against oto lith length (OL) of a) Atlantic cod (Gadus
mO' :ua). and of b) redfish spp. (Sebastes spp) for the quadra tic regression.
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Relationships betweenotolith length (OL) andforklength (FL.)of a)
Atlanticcod (Gadusmorhua ) (r2=0.92. P = O.O(X)l. n =50), andof b)
redfish spp- (Sebastes spp.) (,2=0.96 , P=0.000 1, n =50), using second
orderpolynomial models.
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Relationship betweenotolithheight(OH)andtotal length (FL) of Greenland
halibut (Reinhardrius hippoglossoides ) usinga second order polynomial
model (, 2 =0.96. P=0.0001. n =59).
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Plot of residuals aga inst otolith height (OH) of Gree nland halibut
(Reinhardtius hippoglossoldes ) for the quadra tic regression .
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For Arcticcod, capelin, Atlantic cod. and redfish spp., otolith length
provided the best measurement to determin e fish weight (Table 2.4.). Both
otolith lengthand height providedequally high correlations for Atlantic
herring(basedon r2values), However, since otolithlengthwasusedin the
fish length equation and it is the more commonlyused measurement, this
parameter wasused for the reconstruction. Otolithheightprovideda better
fit to the line than otolith lengthfor Greenland halibut. thus, this parameter
was used in the final reconstructions (Figs 2.10. to 2.13.).
2.3.3. Spatial and temporal differences between fish
For the relationship between otolith length and tish length. significant
differenceswerefound in slopes of capelinand Atlanticnerringsamples
between 1990· 1991 (p < 0.05 fer each; Table 2.5.). Redfishsamples,
containing subsets from two differentareas, also showed significantly
differentslopes (p < 0.05). Significantdifferencesin slopes for these fish
implies that the regressions are not homogeneous. and that the linearor
quadratic relationship betweenotolith size and fish length is dependent on
year in the case of capelin and Atlanticherring,and area in the case of redfish
spp. The slopes of the otolith height - fish length regression lines for
Greenland halibut did not differ between the south shore and offshore groups
(p > 0.05), and analysis of covariance using otolith height to predictfish
lengthwith area as the covariatealso indicatedno significant differencesin
the Intercepts(p > 0.05; Table 2.5.). Plots of otolith size - fish lengthfor
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Table 2.4. Regression equationsof fish weight (FW. in g) on otolith lenglh
(OL. in mm ) and otolith height (OH. in nun) using 10g-
transformed data for common prey species of hooded seals
(Cystophora cristata).
Species Equation r'
Arctic cod FW '" O.20(OL)2.64 0.0001 0.88 205.53 30
(8 . l ai tla ) FW .. O.43(OH)4.26 0.000 1 0.87 I86.4U 30
Capelin FW • 0.93(OL)3.05 . 0.0001 0.79 262.58 71
(M. . i/l Ol/II) FW • 3.47(OH)2.9O 0.0001 0.57 9 1.68 71
Atlantic cod FW=0.0025(OL1'·72• 0.0001 0.94 680.62 50
(G . 1110' '' ' ' ) FW=0.37(OH1'.02 0.0001 0.92 537.68 50
Greenland FW=0.26(OLp·64 0.0001 0.96 1447.36 59
halibut
(R . FW '" O.4I(OH)3.89 0.0001 0 .98 2271.91 59IIlpp. , touoldu I
AUanlic herrin g FW • 1.48(OLj3.08 . 0.0001 0.98 3156.17 62
(C. IIIJr lllf . S ) FW II: 6.02(OH)4.22 0.0001 0.98 2605.35 62
Redri sh FW '" O.13(OL)3.12 • 0.000 1 0.95 1182.25 50
(Stb astts rpp) FW=0.21(OH)3.63 0.0001 0.94 763.14 SCI
• Indicates theequation usedto estimateoriginal fish weighL~
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fu...2.l.Q..
Relationships between otolith length (OL) and fish weight (FW) of a) Arctic
cod (Boreo gadus saida ) (r2 "" 0.88, p = 0.0001, n = 30), and of b) capelin
(Maltotus villosus ) (r2=0.79. P = 0.0001, n =71), using log - transformed
data .
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Relat ionships between o tolith length (O L) and fish weig ht (FW) of a)
Atlant ic cod (Gadus morhua) (r2=0.94 , P = 0.000 1. n = 50) , and of b)
redfish (Sebastes spp.) (r2=0.95, p = 0 .0001, n =50), using log -
transformed data.
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Relationshipbetweenotolithlength(OL) andfish weight (FW) of Atlantic
herring (C/upea harengus ) usinglog - transformeddata(r2 = 0.98, P=
0.000I. n =62).
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Table 2.5. Relationship between linear regression lines for four fish
species which contained subsets of tish fromdifferentyears,
areas and/or seasons.
Di fferenc e in Difference in df
Slope (p=) Intercept (p=)
Otolith Length I Fish Length
CapeJin 0.0034 67
1M. ...ilftJ.fIL~)
Greenlandhalibut 0.5071 0.6492 55
(N. hippOHfo.u oide.f)
AUanticherring 0.0033 58
(C. harcngus )
Redfish 0.0129 46
(SehasICSSf'p )
Otol' t] Length I Fish Weight
Capelin 0.0043 67
(M . I'if{o ,nts)
Greenl and halibu t 0.2836 0.0001 55
(R. hippoHlossnides)
AUanlicherring 0.1726 0.0002 58
(C .harf.' /I).1 IIS)
Redfish 0.1686 0.0001 46
(Seha.fle.~ .~pp. )
r
subsets of capelin. herring. redfish and Greenland halibut (Ireshown in
Figures 2.14. and 2.15.
For the relationship betweenotolith length and fish weight. significant
differences in slopes for 1990and 1991capelinwere found (p< 0.05: Table
2.5.), This implies that the relationshipbetweenotolith lengthand fish
weight is dependent on the yearthat thesamples weretaken. Analysesof
covariance showe d that no significan t differences (p > 0.05 ) occurred
between slopes for subsets within G reenland halibut. Atlantic herring or
within subsets of re dfish spp. Howeve r. in tercepts were significantly
differe nt w hen area or year were taken ou t as cova riates fo r all of these
species (p < 0.005). Figures 2.16. - 2.17. showthe otolithsize! fish weight
regression lines for each subs et within each of the fish species examined.
2 4 DiscyssiQn
2.4.1. Relationship between left and right otoliths
Since nodifferences werefoundbetween measurements from left and
right otoliths, measurements of the left and right otoliths wereaveraged for
each fishand plotted against fishlength. In otherstudies in which otoliths
were used to establish regressionequations. measurementsfrom both left and
right otoliths from each fish wereusedseparately to plot the bestcorrelation
(Frost & Lowry, 1981; G. Lilly, Department of Fisheriesand Oceans,St.
53
fu...li4.
Relationships betwee n a ) otolith length and total length for capelin (Ma/lotw
villosus ) (Pdope = O.cXJ34 . df = 67) , andbe tween b) ou...ith length andfo rk
lengfh for Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) (Pslopr: =0. 0033, df = 58).
caught in 1990and 1991.
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Relationship between a) otolith length and fork length for redfi sh spp.
tSeb astes spp, ) caught in 1991 in NAFO areas 3L and 3N (Pslope =0.0129 , df
= 46 ), and between b) otolith height and total length for Greenland halibut
(Reinhardlius lJippoglossoides) caughtin 1991 from NAFOareas 3Ps and
3N (p,_I" =0.5071, Pi."=. = 0.6492. df =55).
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Relat ionshipbetween a) otolithlengthand total weight of capelin (Mallo/us
villasus r(p~dOJlC =0.0043. df =67), andbetween b) otolith length andtotal
weight for Atlantic herring (C lupea harengus ) (Ps. = 0 .1726. pirnelt:epl =
O.1lOO2. df= 58). caught in 1990and 1991.
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Relationshipbetween a) otolithlength andtotalweight forredfishspp.
(Sebaues spp.) caughtin 1991in NAFOareas3L and3N (""_ =0.1686,
Pinlcrcept =0,0001 , df=46). and between b) oto lith height and totalweight
for Greenland halibut(Reinhard/iushippogJossoides ) caughtin 1991 from
NA FDareas 3Ps and3N (Pslopc = 0.2836. Pintercept= O.OOOI ,df= 55).
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John'5. pers. comm.). Thistechnique wasnot usedin this study for two
reasons. Averaging measurements fromthe twootolithshelped to reduce
possible variance which might occur withineach separat e measurement if
both leftand rightotoliths were used (S. Campana,Bedford Institute of
Oceanography, Dartmouth , pers . comm.). This procedure a lso eliminated
the possibleviolationof theas sumption of independenceof variables which
results when bothotolith mea surements for each fish are used in the analysis.
Inthepresent study, the meandifferencebetweenleft and right
Atlantic herrin g otolith s was 0.01 nun. Although no significant differences
were foundfor anyof thefish examined in this study. Atlantic herring did
have the largest differencein measurements thanany of the other species.
The fact that a significant difference was foundfor Atlanticherring in the
study by Lidster(unpublished data). andnot the present one could be due to
the difference insamplesize used: 206 herringcomparedto the43 examined
in this study. Differencescould also be due to differences in the precisionof
the instruments used to take the measurements, or from inter - experimenter
reliability. Vernier calipers were used in the formerstudy, whereas an
imageanalyzer was usedin the presentone.
2.4.2. Relationshipbetween otolith size and fishsize
Otolith length is themost common criterionused in the literaturefor
length prediction equations. It is the largestone- dimensional parameterof
theotolith and may minimize the measurement error present when other
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morphometric parametersare used (Harkcnen, 1986). For five of the six
speci es examined , otolith length provided the best measurem ent for the
determinationof regressions to predict sizes offish. In the case of Greenland
halibutotoliths, the secondlargest one - dimensionalparameter, otolith
height. was more highly corre lated to body length than otolith length.
Greenland halibut otolithsare thin, and the anteriormargin is extremely
variable in shape, often containing long. finger - shaped tube rc les at the
dorso - anterior marg in (Harkonen. 1986). These pointed. irre gular ends
may result in measurement error s, thus, lowering the correlation coctf lcicm.
There is less variability in shape of thedorsaland ventral margins. therefore,
the height parameter proved to be a moreappropriate parameter in this
study.
Althoughmost previous studies have usedthe simple linear regression
equationto describethe best fit line forotolith length to body length
correlations (Frost & Lowry. 1981; Finley & Gibb, 1984; HUrktinen,1986).
second order polynomialregessions werealsoexamined in this study. They
provided better equations than the simple linear model to predict lengths for
Atlantic cod, Greenlandhalibut and redftsh spp.
Forall butone species, coefficients of determination (r2) for fish
length regressionequations were equal to or above 0.92, indicating a very
high correlationbetween otoli th size andfish length. Capelin, whichare
sexually dimorphic, was the only species in whichthe regression coefficient
wasconsiderably lower than the rest (r2= 0.79). The lower correlation
6 3
likely reflect s the different growth patterns generally shown by male and
fem ale capclin (B. Naka shima . Department of Fisherie s and Oceans . St.
John 's . pers. comm .). Between age 1 ~ 3, there is a greater acceleration in
growth of males relative to fernalen. The size disparity betweensexes
increases to a maximumof 30 mmat age3, anddecreases slightly thereafter
(Winters, 19 82). Although ages of capelin were not recorded for this study ,
it is very like ly that our sample contained fish within this age group as sizes
of capcltn were comparable to [hose examined in the Winter's study (1982).
The rat io of females to males examined in the 1990 and 1991 samples were
dissimilar indicating thai there is a good possibility that gender may have
caused a large proportion of the variance found. However, as sex of fish
cannot bediscerned fromexamination of otoliths alone, which is often the
case when looking as stomach remains. the data were not analyzedon a
gender basis.
Aside from capelin and Arctic cod. regression coefficientsfor
equations predicting fish weight from otolith size were extremely high.
ranging from 0.94 - 0.98. also indicating a high correlation between otolith
size and fish weight. Again, the lower capelinvalues maybe explained as
above. In the case of Arctic cod. the lower regression coefficentcould be due
to a low sample size. gender or stock differences as well.
2.4.3. Spatial and temporal differences between fish
Significant differences between slopes were found in regression lines
predict ing both fish length and fish we ight for sub - samples of capclin. As
subsets of these capelin represent different years. this is an indication that
possibie temporal differences influence growth within this species.
Cape lin growth may be affected by enviro nmental conditions. Watcr
tempera tures in areas surrounding Newfo undlan-. during 1991 were
anoma lously cold (Narayanan. Prinsenberg & Colbourne. 1992) resulting in
slower maturat ion and later spawning of ccpenn in inshore waters
(Carscadden , Frank & Nakashima. 1992). Colder wate r temperatures may
have also affec ted the growth rate of this sam ple. Grow th rate of capclin
inhabitin g cold water, such as in the Labrador region, is rather slow
compare d to capelin inhabiting wanne r waters. such as the Grand Bank area.
in which final size is approached more rapidly (Winters, 1982).
Significant differences between slopes for length predictive equations
and intercepts for weight predictive eq uations in sub - samples of Atlantic
herring from 1990 and 1991 also indica te a temporal difference in growth
rate. As with capelln , it is difficult to say if growth of Atlantic herring
varied yearly . Relationships between spawning time. water temperature and
age structure have been reported for Atlantic herring. Different age . classes
mature at different rates (Lambe rt, 1987). As well. data points from the two
years in the present study do not overlap; all 1991 samples are larger than
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the 1990 samp les such that eac h regression line alone does not represent a full
s ize range of Atlantic herring found in the diet of seals. Yearly differences
found for both capelin and Atlantic herring suggest that separate regress ion
eq uations sho uld be Cann ulated for each year that these species are found in
sea l stomac hs.
For rcdfis h spp. , the s lopes for the otolith length to fish length
relationsh ip using a second order polynom ial regres sion were significantly
dif ferent for dif ferent areas, as were the interce pts for the weight predicti on
equatio ns. Thi s ma y be ex plained by the fact that the dam points for the two
subsets were not eq ually distributed throu ghout the size range examined.
Samp les taken from NAFD area 3N in August were clustere d in the mid -
section of the size range .
There is no evidence in the literat ure that growth rates of redfish vary
by gende r or age . Howe ver, there is evidence that grow th rates are
stgnif lcaauy diffe ren t for at least two of the three specie s within this genus
(Ni & McK one, 19 81). Three commo n redfish species (S.memella, S.
fasc iatus. and S. marinus ) are found in Newfound land waters . Due to
substantial ov erlapping of mo rphological cha racte rs, it is difficult to
distinguish between speci es (Ni, 1981). Some textb ooks combine aUthree
species into one for this reason alone (Leim & Scott. 1966; Scott & Scott,
1988). It is possible that more than one redfish species may have been
included in the pres ent study as different species were not identified.
Differencesin regression lineswereprobablynot due to spatial
differencesof the samples examined. Although subsetsweretakenfromtwo
NAFD areas, 3N and 3L, theseareasare foundside by sideoff southeastern
Newfoundland (Fig. 1.2.) and are consideredas one area for redfishslack
assessmentpurposes (Parsons, 1976:Atkinson& Gavaris.1981;Ni&
Mckone , t981).
No significantdifferencesin theotolithheight- fishlength
relationshipwere foundin theslopes or interceptsfor Greenlandhalibut
fromtwo different areas, indicatingthat there is no differencebetweenthe
relativegrowth rate of the otolithsbetweenthe two areas. However,
differencesbetweenareas in the interceptsbetweenthe two lines werefound
in theotolithheight- fish weightrelationships indicatingthat theremay be
morphometricdifferencesin fishbetweenthe twoareas.
Accordingto stock identification studiesusingmeristics(Misra&
Bowering, 1984),biochemicalgenetics(Fairbairn,1981),bloodprotozoa
(Khan,Dawe, Bowering& Misra,1982), and external tagging(Bowering,
1984),there are two separatespawningpopulationsof Greenlandhalibut.
Greenlandhalibutfrom the DavisStraitand WestGreenlandarea to the
Labrador- eastern Newfoundland area, includingthe northernGrandBank,
constitutesa singlebiologicalstock,whilea secondgeneticallyhomogeneous
stockhasbeensuggestedfor Greenland halibutfoundin theGulf of St.
Lawrenceand FortuneBay areasoff southernand westernNewfoundland
(Bowering,1984; Misra& Bowering, 1984).
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Since one subset of Greenland halibut in this stud y came from the
Fortune Bay - Gulf of St. Lawrence area (NAFO area 3Ps). and the other
subset came fro m me Grand Bank area off eastern Ne wfoundland (NAFO
area 3Nl. there is the possibility that two separa te stocks may have beer.
repre sented.
It is ev ident from the result s obtained that regressi on equations may
vary within a spe cies both spatially and tempora lly. Careful attention is
required in selecting the appropriate equations to each fish speci es in the
determination of fish size from otolith size. Subsets of fish within each of the
capc tin. Atlanti c herrin g and redfi sh spp . samples examined were pooled for
the final reconstructions. Sub - samples of Greenland halibut were also
pool ed in orde r to incorporate a full size range of fish in the regres sion.
When separate equa tion s were used to estimate fish length and weight for
these (WO stocks . no significan t differen ces we re found between the two for
length or weight estim ations. The refo re. subse ts were combined. To
substantiate the possibl e stock differences. it wou ld be necessary to examine
fish growth equations from all other areas in which G reenland halibut are
taken by seals.
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CHAPTER 3:
Die' of hooded se als
3 1 Introdyctioo
Knowledge o, diet is fundamental to studies of theecologyof sealsand
especia lly to any understanding of their role as predators in the northwest
Atlantic marine ecosystem. Examination of hard parts of prey remains in
stomachs and faeces is commonlyused toobtain informationon diet and to
elucidate food habits in many seals (Prime & Hammond. 1987), This
technique involvesanalysis of species- specificotoliths.eye lenses andother
characteristic bonyparts such as vertebraein fishes. as wellas carapacesand
beaks in inverte brates .
Hard pans from preyremains are examinedduringdifferent stages of
digestion,depending on themost appropriatemethodology. For example.
examination of hard parts of prey remains found in faecal samplesis
applicable in situations wherethe killing of animals is notdesired or possible.
However, hard parts mustpass completely through the digestivesystem
beforethey become available for analysis. Therefore, the under -
representation of some foodsdue to digestive processes is problematic
(DaSilva & Nielson, 1985; Pierceet al., 199Ib). An addeddifficulty with
thistechniqueis that faecescan onlybe collectedseasonallyon iccor land
whenanimals have hauled - out (Pierce. Boyle & Diack, 199J). This is
particularly true for hooded seals. Hooded seals rarely frequent land. and
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arc only accessible fa humans during the breeding and moulting seasons at
which lime they rarely eat. Thus, in this species , faecal exam ination is not a
suitable method of diet determination.
Using the stomach lavage technique, partial samples of stomach
contents may be obtained from live seals. Seals are captured, restrained. and
lor chemically immobilized. and contents from the stomach are pumped by a
suction lube which is inserted through the mouth. Byobtaining fooddirectly
from the stomach. this method reduces the time that hard pans are subjected
to digestive juices. However, stomach - flushing techniques can bevery time
consumingand costly. Most importantly, as with scat analysis,thismethod
docs not solve the problemof theaccessibility for feeding hooded seals.
The most appropriatemethod of attainingdietary infonnation and
interpreting food habits of hooded seals using hard parts of prey remains is
by examination of the complete stomach contents. If collection of stomachs
fromdead seals is not restrictedto one area and I or season, there are more
opportunities for securing a food record. A major limitation of this
methodology is that in many cases, seal stomachsare empty, renderingthis an
inefficient method of collecting data (Prime& Hammond, 1990), However,
many researchers claim that this method provides detailed information with
fewer biases in interpretationandquantification than either the stomach
lavage or scat analysis techniques (Rae. 1973; Hyslop, 1980;Murie &
Lavigne, 1986).
A more recent method of evaluatingfeeding of marine mammals is
basedon stable isotopic comparisons which indicate the trophic level at which
feedingoccurs. Whereasthe methodologiesmentionedabovecanonly
providea short - term record of recently ingested foods,carbon and nitrogen
isotoperatios (delta13C andde lta15N, respectively) reflect materialsthat
have been assimilated over a longer periodand, therefore. providea long-
termindication of diet (Ostrom, in press). The problem with this methodas
applied10sealdiet studies is that becauseisotoperatios averageacross the
variety of food ingested, it is often very difficultto infer diet composition.
Very little quantitative data are available on the feedingbehaviour and
dietarypreferencesof hooded seals. Sergeant (1976) reponed that theyfed
on squid and redfish, althoughno details weregiven concerning
methodologyused for obtainingthis information, the location of samples, or
thenumbersof seals examined. Stomach contents of juvenileandadult
hooded seals collected fromGreenland between 1970 - 1978 (Kapel, 1980)
indicatedthat the most frequently occurringprey specieswere unidentified
Gadoids. redflsh, and Greenland halibut.
The firstquantitativestudyon the diet of hooded sealsexamined
stomachs collected opportunisticaly between 1982 . 1990off the eastcoastof
Newfoundland and Labrador (Stensoner al., J991). Prey types andnumbers
of prey ingested were estimated by examination of hard parts. As with the
Greenland study (Kapel, 1980), relative importance of pre)' in the diet was
expressed as frequency of occurrence. Results indicated thatthe most
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frequentlyoccurringprey species, in orderof prevalence,wereGreenland
halibut , Arctic cod, cape lin, squid spp., Atlantic herring, and redfish spp.
Percentage frequency of occurrenceof a prey species, or the
proportion of stomachs which contain a particular species, is historically, the
most common method used in diet studies. This approach is quick and
simple. and requires a minimumof apparatus. Althoughthe stage of
digestionhas little effect on the resultingpercentages. this method provides
estimates which over - emphasize the importanceof smallprey items
(Hys lop. 1980). Biases also exist in that individuals of a more rapidly
digested species will be under - represented.while those resisting digestion
will be over - estima ted. For examp le, Bigg & Fawcett (1985) found that
squid beaks remain in the stomach longer than fish bones , resulting in
exaggeration of the importance of squid in the diet. Frequency of occurrence
data do not necessari ly reflect the relative energeti c importance of the prey .
Small , frequently occurring species appear to contrib ute more to the overall
diet than larger . less abundant prey (Stenson et al., 1991).
Although biases inherent in using this methodo logy cannot be
eliminated . reconst ructing the actual volume and I or mass of each prey
species at time of ingesti on will contribute to estimating ene rgetic importance
of prey and will furthe r impro ve inte rpretation of food consumed by seal s.
Actual sizes of fish and inverteb rates can be determined using regression
analysis. Fish size can be derived throu gh back - calculation procedures
which are based on the proportionality between fish length and some measure
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of otolithsize. This procedurehas been usedto reconstructlengthsand/ or
weightsof theprey consumedin ribbonsealsin the Bering Sea (Frost &
Lowry, 1980), harbourseals in the Pacific (Brown & Mate, 1983) and
southernNewEngland(Selzer et al., 1986),California sea lions (Antonelis et
aI., 1984), SouthAmericansea lions (George-Nascimento, Bustamenrc &
Oyarzun,1985),and harp seals in coastalwatersof west Greenland(Kapel &
Angantyr, 1989). However. no study existswhichexaminesdiet in thisway
for hoodedseals.
The primary objectiveof this study wasto determine thediet of
hooded sealsoff the coastof Newfoundland and Labradorby the analysis of
stomach contents. Relative importanceof fooditems in thediet of hooded
seals wasexpressed throughreconstructing weightsof prey species foundin
the stomachcontents. Theseweightsweredeterminedusing the regression
equations establishedfor the most commonpreyspecies in Chapter 2.
Relative importanceof prey, throughreconstructedweights, was compared
to the importanceof prey estimated by relative frequency of occurrence.
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3 2 Materi als and Methods
3.2.1. Collectionof hooded seal stomach samples
Hoodedseal stomachs (n =67) were collected in waters surrounding
Newfoundland in 1991 by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans research
personnel. through a shore . based collector program involvingsealers and
fishermen or fromseals caught incidentally in offshore trawlers. Sampling
locations were grouped into four different regions; the nearshore waters
alongthenortheast coast of Newfoundland(3KL),the south coastof
Newfoundland (Gulf, 3P). the whelping patch on the Front (2J3K), and
offshore waters (2J3KL). both from research vessels and trawlers (Fig.
1.2,),
Stomachs were removed from seals in the field and immediately
frozen, or stored in 70% ethanol until examined in the laboratory. Stomachs,
jaws. and thesexof each animalwere taken for all samplescollected.
Morphometric data (body length and weight) werecollected for the seals
whenever possible.
In the laboratory, stomachs were first weighed, then opened
longitudinally along the greater curvature, and contents emptied into a large
tray and rinsed thoroughly. Stomachs were then reweighed to obtain an
estimate of wet weight of prey ingested.
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Intact specimens were sorted into majorprey types using visual keys
(Harkonen, 1986) and reference collections at the Departmentof Fisheries
and Oceans, St. John's, Newfoundland. Lengthsandweights of fishand l or
lengths of crustaceancarapaces weremeasured whenpossible. Digested fish
prey items were identified by sagittal oto liths. Cephalopod remains were
identified to as Iow a taxon aspossibleby Dr. Malcolm Clarke. a cephalopod
specialist ( Ancarva, Southdown. Millbrook. Cornwall. UK).
Loose otoliths in the stomachwere recoveredusingthree sieves (500
um, 2.00 mm, and 4.75 mm mesh diameter). Sieved contents were rinsed
into glass trays, then sorted manually into categories of prey species 10 the
lowest taxonomiclevel. Recovered skull cases were examined for the
presence or absenceof sagittal otoliths. Ifotoliths were retained within the
skulls offish they wereremoved andkept togetheras a ' pair', separate from
the rest of the looseotoliths. Numbers of invertebrates wereestimated by
countingwholespecimens, carapaces, and squidbeaks. Otoliths were stored
dry. Other material retrieved. was stored in 70% alcohol.
The totalnwnberof each fishspecieswascalculated by adding the
number of freshfish, the number of intact skullsand the numberof paired
otoliths found free in the stomach. If pairing was not possible. the highest
number of either left or right otolithswas reponed. Squid numbers were
calculated as the highest number of either upperor lower beaks, plusany
freshspecimens which were present.
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The age of each sealwas determinedby countingannualgrowthlayers
in the cementum and dentine of teeth from the jaws co llected (Bowen .
Sergeant& 0ritsland. 1983).
The frequencyof occurrence' (Hyslop.1980)of each prey type and
estimatednumbers of individuals were determinedfor each stomach
examined. This informationwascompared to similarquantitative results
describedin a previous study of the diet of hooded seals in Newfoundland
(Stenson et al., 1991).
3.2.2. Reconstruction of hoodedseal stomachcontents
Accordingto the combinedrelative frequenciesof occurrenceof the
previous(Stensoner al.• J991) andpresent studies,six fishspeciesandone
invertebratespecies wereused to reconstruct the dietof hoodedseals.
Greenlandhalibut. redfishspp., Atlantic herring, Arcticcod, Atlantic cod,
capelin, and squideach representedover 5%, and togetheraccountedfur
over 80%of the total diet according to relativefrequencyof occurrence.
Although not amongthe six fishspeciesmost frequentlyeaten prey, Atlantic
cod wasalso examined,due to its possible importancewith the fishery.
To increasethe sample size,otoliths andsquidbeaks from65 hooded
seals collectedand usedfor speciesidentificationin our previousstudy
(Stensonet al., J991), and otolithsand beaks retrievedfrom the 67 sealsfrom
the present studywerecombinedand re - examinedin order to calculate
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lengths and weightsof fish andsquid at ingestion for eachof the species listed
above .
Each otolith retrieved fromstomachcontents was rated on a scale of 0
- 3, based on surface texture and shine,conditionof edgetabulations.and
degree of opacity as described by (Ga les. 1988) and (Recchia & RC3d, 1989).
A rating of 0 was givento completelyundigestedotoliths <those removed
from intact fish or fish skulls. A rating of 1 was given 10 those otoliths found
free in the stomachandjudged to be undamaged or uneroded. If the margin
crenulations had disappeared and the rostrumandsulcusacusticus(Fig.2.1.)
were less distinct, a ratingof2 was applied. A rating of 3 was given if the
otolith had lust all diagnos tic features. To ensure that accurate es timates of
total fish length wereobtained.only those otolithswhich ratedeither0 or I
where used in the regression analysis. Sincesquidbeaks do not degenerate
whenexposedto digestive juices, all beaks weremeasured.
Maximum length (anterior ~ posterior) and height (dorsal - ventral)
was recorded Coreach measurable otolith usingan imageanalysis system.
Each otolithwas placed under a dissectingscope,and the imageprojected
onto a computer screen. Maximum length andheightmeasurementswere
recorded using a mouse to identifythe appropriatedimensions. These data
were used to deriveapproximate lengths and weights of prey using otolith I
body size regressionequations derivedin Chapter 2. V'';lc:n undigested
otoliths were present, the maximumnumber of either Jert or right undigea'cd
otolithsfor each specieswithin a stomachwereused to reconstruct lengths
and weights of individual prey. When stomachs contained bo th undigested
anddigested otoliths of a particular species. the mean weight of the
reconstructed prey for each stomach were used to estimate the weight of the
digestedprey in that stomach. Rostral length. the distance between the
rostral tip tr,d the jaw angle, of the lower beaks of all cephalopods were
measured with vernier calipers (Fig 3.1.). Their wet weights were
reconstructed using published regression equat ions (Clarke. 1986). From
this info rmati on , average lengths and weights of prey ingested were
estimated. For each stomach containingrneusurablc otoliths. the lotal weight
of each prey species was estimated by applying the mean weight of that
species established from non - digested otoliths to all remaining otoliths of
that species.
'Thecontribution of various prey species to the total hooded seal diet
basedon frequency of occurrence, estimated numbers of prey ingested. and
reconstructed weight estimates were compared. Gender and seasonal
differences in the prey species identified in samples were compared. using
mixed two • factor analyses of varianceand chi square analyses (Keppel.
1989).
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fu....l.L
Diagram of the lower beak of a cephalopod showing the principal terms l1I1d
dimensions used for measurements (after M. Clarke. 1986).
Wing
Lower beak of the squid Gonatus
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3.3.1. Col lection of hooded sea l stomach sa mples
Ahhough an attempt was made tc ccilect stomachs (rom each of the
four locations descr ibed ea rlie r. the majority of stomachs (73. 1%) came
from the nearshore region along the northeast coast of Newfoundland. Of
the 49 stomachs collecte d from the northeast coast , 36 of these (73.5%) were
taken in April (Table 3.1.).
A total of 64.2% of the stomachs collected came from females. and
35.8%came from males (Table 3.2.). When the animals from the whelping
patch wereremoved. the percentageof females wasreduced to 53.7 %.
The majority of seals taken(87.9%) were 4 yearsof age and greater.
Eight stomachs 02%) came from juveniles (aged 1 - 3), whereas no samples
of pups were examined. Of the 58 stomachs taken (rom 4+ animals, the
majority (n = 46) came from the nearshore waters off the northeast coast of
Newfoundland {Table 3.3.}.
Food was found in 82% of the stomachs (n = 55). Most of the food -
containing stomachs were take.'! from the nearshore area along the northeast
coast (n =45). All of the samples collected from offshore trawlers (n = 9)
contained food. whereas all of the stomachs collectedfrom the whelping
I
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Table 3.1. Hooded sea l (CyslOphora cristata ) stomach samples collected ill
Newfoundland waters in 1991. subdivided by month lind
collec tion area.
Month Northeast o rf lihor e Orrshor e
Coa s t 2J 3KL Trawler
Soulh Whelpin~
Coast Patch
January
Februa ry
March
Apr i l 36
May
Tot al 49
Table 3.2. Sex of hooded seals (Cystaphora cristata ) taken from
Newfoundland waters in 1991, subdividedby collectionarea.
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Area
Northeas t Coast
Orrshorc 2J3K L
(Resea rch )
Orrshorc 2J3KL
(Traw ler )
South Coast
U; ulF)
Whelpi ng Pa tch
To ta l
Male
17
24
female
32
43
Total
49
67
Table 3.3. Age structure of hooded seals (Cy.ftoplwrtl CTl.UlIW l taken from
Newfoundland waters in 1991. subdivided by collection arc:t.
Area
Nor theast Coast
Orrshor e 2J3K L
(Research)
Offshore 2J3KL
(Trawler)
South Coast
Whelping Patch
Tolal
Age 0 Age I · 3 Total
4'
II< One stornncf -ith e- known age
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patch were empty (0 =7) (Table 3.4.). Foodwas foundin seven out of eight
of the stomachs collect ed from seal s aged I - 3. and in 47 of 58 stomachs
examined from adults (Table 3.5.).
Excluding an ima ls taken from off shore trawlers. a total of 14 prey
groups were identified. 10 of which we re fish and 4 invertebrates (Ta ble
3.6. ). When the relative com ribution of prey to the diet was expressed as
perce nt freque ncy of occurrence , Gree nland halib ut represented the most
abundunt flsh prey species. occurring in 69.6% of the stomachs examined.
Rcdfl sh. Atlantic herring . Arctic cod . and eelpout we re also cornmon prey
items. contained in 52.2%. 39. 1%. 17.4%. and 10.9% of the stomachs
examined. respectively. Unidentified fish species were found in 6.5% of the
stomachs examined. representing a total of 8 fish.
Squid (Gonatus spp.) was presentin 69.6% of the stomachs collected,
ranking highest in frequency of occurrence along withGreenland halibut.
Mostbeaks were likely to be Gonatusfabricii , although certainphysical
characteristics did not exclude G. stecnstrupii , Onestomachcontained beaks
of a smaller Gonatus species probablynot yetdescribedfrom the north
Atlantic(M. Clarke. Ancarvn. Southdown, Millbrook, Cornwall, UK, pers.
comm. ).
The relativecontributionof specific prey in thediet changed when
expressed as a functionof the total numherofprey eaten. Squideaten (n =
Table 3.4. Presenceof food in hoodedseal (C)wtol'}lOra cristata )
stomachstaken in Newfoundlandwatersin 1991. subdivi ded by
collectionarea.
Area
Northeast Coast
Oftsbore 2J3KL
(Resea rch)
Offshore 2J3KL(Tra wler)
Soul h Coast
Whelping Patch
To tal
Empty
12
Foo d
55
Tolltl
,.
6'
Table 3.5, Presence of food in stomachs of hooded seals (Cystophora
crisuua ) taken from waters surrounding New found land in
1991. subdivided into different age groups.
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I\ ~(' Class
Age ll
Age 1·.\
Agc 4 +
Unknown
Tutal
Em pty
II
12
With Food
55
Total
'8
67
"7
Table 3.6. Contents ofhooacd seal (Cystophoracristatavstomachs (n =
46) collectedin Newfoundlandwatersin 1991,excluding
samples obtained from offshore trawlers .
No .
Prey Species Stomachs Tlllal No.
con ta ining % ,'rey ~,
prey Presen t
Fish
Gree nland halibut 32 69.6 125 15.7
Redfish 24 52.2 72 9,0
Atlanticherring 18 39.1 57 7. 1
Arcti c cod 8 17.4 64 lUI
Betpour 5 10.9 22 2.8
Witch Flound er 4 8.7 fl.9
Righteyefloonder 4 8.7 14 1.8
Capelin 2 4.3 2 0.2
Atlanticcod 2 4.3 2 0....
Skate eggs I 2.2 4 11.5
Unidentified 3 6.5 8 1.0
Inverteb ra tes
Squidspp. 32 69.6 412 5•.6
Shrimp 4 8.7 6 CUt
Hyperiid 2 4.3 0.2
Snow crab 1 2.2 fl. 1
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4 12) grea tly outnumbered all fish species. Green land halibut rem ained the
mos t frequently eaten fish (n =125), however . the cont ribution of Arctic cod
(n = 64) to the d iet increased ove r Atlanti c herrin g (n =57), whereas the
occurrenceof eelpout fn = 22) decreased relative to the other four important
species. The live most common speciesexpressed as percent frequency of
()CCUlTCncc remained the most co mmonly eaten fish when diet was expressed
as total number of prey eaten (Ta ble 3.6 .).
From seals taken incidentally by offshore trawlers. a total of four prey
spec ies. three fish and one invert ebrate, were identified (Table 3.7.),
Atlan tic cod rep resented the most commo n prey species found in these
stomachs (66.7%), fo llowed by redfish and righteye flounder
(Plcurcnectidae ) (22.2%. and 11.1%, respectively). O ne stomach contained
squid remains. Redfish and Atlantic cod represe nted the highest total number
of prey eaten (0 =13, n =10, resp ectively). Wh en the pre y type found in the
stomach of the seal taken by a particu lar trawle r was compared to the fish
species the traw ler targeted , the re was disagreem ent in J" 3% (0 =3) of the
cases (Ta ble 3.7 ). The three stomachs containin g no Atlantic cod conta ined
ei ther redfish. righteye flounder, or squid.
:'-3 .2. Reconstruction of hooded seal stomach contents
Of the 132 stomachs which conta ined food, 72 contained measurab le
prey (Table 3.8.). Seventeen of these stomac hs came from our previous
study (Stenson c t. al., 199 1), while 55 came from the present study. Fish
Ta ble 3.7. Contents of hooded seal (Cystoplwrcl cristata ) stomachs
incidentally caught in offshore trawle rs in Newfound land in
1991. showing direc ted species of trawl for each scat caught.
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No .
Prey Species Stom achs TO( 1I1 No. Dire cled
Conla ining % Prey % Species
Pre y Pr esent IIf T ra wl
Fis h
Atlanticcod 66.7 10 4 1.7 Atlanti c cud
Rcdfish 22.2 13 ~4. 2 Atlanticcod
Rightcye flounder 11.1 4.2 Allanti c cod
Inver tebrates
Gonatus sp. 11.1 lOll Atlnmiccod
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Table 3.K Hooded seal tCystopnom cristata ) stomach samples containing
measurable otoliths andsquid beaks. collected from 1987-1991,
subd ivided by month and collection area.
Mon th No rtheast Ortshcre Offshore South
Coast (Researc h) (Trawler ) Coas t
Whelping
Pat ch
Janua ry
Februa ry
March 12
Apr il 38
May
Tot al 65'
I 14ofihesc stomachs conuu nedonly squid beaks
9 \
length was estima ted frem a sam ple of 5 capcli n . 10 Atlant ic cod. 22 AtJamie
herring. 23 Arctic cod. 31 redfish. and 58 Greenland halibut. whose otoliths
fell under the 0 or I classificationstage of digestion described earlier. or
these, 2 redfish, 8 Atlantic cod, and 1 Greenland halibut came from offshore
trawl sam ples. Wet we ight estimat es were obtained for a total of 9 capclin.
10 Atlantic cod, 42 Atlantic herring, 190 Arctic cod, 55 rcdfish. 146
G reenland halibu t, and 45 2 squid.
A:t"ough there was a wide range of prey sizes taken by the seals. the
mean lengths for Atlantic herring, rcdfish spp.•Greenland halibut. and
Atlantic cod (excluding samples taken incidenta lly by offshore trawler s) fell
between 25 - 35 em(ri g. 3.2.). Average lengths of Arctic codand capclin
weresmaller, ranging between 13- 25 cm (Fig. 3.3.). The average lengths
of Atlantic herring, redfish spp., Greenland halibut, Atlantic cod and capclin
takenby the seals fall within the sizes of fish taken by the commercial fishery.
Arctic cod are not commercially fished.
Estimated mean lengths of fish from animals caught incidentally in
offshore trawlers were larger thanall ether samples (Fig. 3.2.). Atlantic cod
samples weresignificantly larger than the rest with an estimated mean length
of 49.5 em (1=-13.58, P =.0468). Both redfish (n » 2) and Greenland
halibut (n = t) had mean lengths of 37.6 and 36.5 em, respectively (Table
3.9.,
Eiti2.
Estimatedprey lengths of a) redfish spp. (Sebasres spp.), b) Greenland
halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) , c) Atlantic herring (Clupea
Iwrengus).and d} Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua)taken from hoodedseal
(Cystophora cristata) stomachs collected from 1982 - 1991 in waters
surrounding Newfoundland. excludingthosetaken incidentally.
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a) Redfish spp.
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Graph showing the distribution of estimatedprey lenghts of a) Arctic cod
tBoreogadus saida" and b) capelin ( Mallotus villosus ) taken fromhooded
seal (Cyswphora cristata ) stomachs collectedfrom 1982· 1991 in
Newfoundland waters, excluding thosetaken incidentally.
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T able 3.9. Prey lengths ofcommonfish prey species of hooded seals
(Cyslophora cristara }taken between1982-1991 by collectorsin
insho re and offshore waters of Newfoundland(A). andtaken
incidentally from off shore trawlers (B), showing mean length
(em) , range and standard devi ation .
Prey type M ethod N Mean Ran ge Std .
of catch (em ) (e m) Dev .
Atlantic herr ing 22 28.92 21.80 -35.62 3.44
(C . har engus )
Redfish sp 29 34.16 24.00-48.13 6.25
(Stbas/ e s. rpp . )
37.58 34.05 - 41.11 4.99
Arctic cod 23 18.66 13.42- 24.86 3.64
(B. saida)
AUanth.. rod 35.79 34.78-36.80 1.43
( G. mo rhUQ I
49 .51 37.55- 72.78 11.39
Capelin 16.18 14.83 - 16 86 0.78
(M . ri IlOSUJ )
Greenla nd hali b ut 57 30.21 18.61-45.05 6.76
N.hlppo gJossoi der
36.51 36.5 1
Prey weights formost species were widely distributed(Fig. 14. nud
Fig. 3.5.). Mean weights for Atlanticherring. redfishspp. and Greenland
halibut fell between 235 ~ 250g, while thosefor Arctic cod and capclin were
smaller, averaging 59.4g and25.5 g, respectively. Again, all fish from the
offshore trawlers had higher mean weights than theaverage inshorefish
weight. Weightof Atlanticcodwas significan tly greater forsealscaught in
trawls (I =-21.73. P=.0293) ranging from 465.9 g - 3031.4g (Table3.10.).
The averageweight of squid ingestedwas 11.03g (range =0.6 g -194.9 gl.
Relative contribution of prey to the diet. expressed asthe percent total
wet weight of prey examined, was determinedfor all stomachs collected
between 1982 - 1991, excluding those caught incidentally from offshore
trawlers. Total wet weight wascalculatedusing onlythe major preyitems
found. 'Theseprey accountedfor> 80% of the total diet (Table 3.12.). ' (be
remaining percentage came from unknownflatfish, unidentified fish. or the
odd fish or invertebrate.thus, it was not possible to get a complete 100ai
weight. Greenland halibut wasby far the largest contributor.by weight, In
the overalldiet of hooded seals (42.2%), followed byredfish sp. , Arcticcod.
Atlantic herring, squid, Atlantic cod and capclin. in decreasing order of
percent total weight (Table 3.11.; Fig.3,6.).
The relative frequencyof occurrenceof prey of hooded sealstaken
between 1982 ·1990 (Stensonet al., 1991) along withthe results obtained
from this study is presented in Table 3.12. Fiveoutof the sixmostcommon
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Estimated prey we ights o f a) redfi sh sp., b) Greenland halibut , c) Atlan tic
herring, and d) Atlantic codtaken from hooded seal (Cystophoracristata )
stomachscollected from 1982- 1991in Newfoundland waters, excluding
those taken incidentally.
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Estimated prey weights of a) Arctic cod. and b) capelin taken from hooded
seal tCystophora cristam ) stomachs colectedfrom1982·1991 in
Newfound land wa ters, excluding those taken incidentally .
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Relati ve importance of six common pre y spe cies in the diet of hoode d seals
caugh t in the waters of New foundlan d betwee n 1982 -1991 by (a) rela tive
freque ncyof ocurrencc of prey. (b) percent totalnumberof prey recovered.
and (c) perce nt total weight of prey recovered.
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Table :U O. Prey weights of common fish and invertebrate prey speciesof
hooded seals (Cystophoracristata ) taken by collectors from
inshore and offshore waters of Newfoundland (A), and taken
incidentally from offshore trawlers (B), showing mean weight
(g) . range and standard deviation.
Prey type Method N Mean Ran ge sre.
or catch ( g) (g ) Dev.
AUan11c he rring A 22 248,23 99.44 - 452.26 87,00
IC. uarengu s I
KeM ish A 29 244.21 33.04 - 653.86 163.01
lSeba .~les . spp. )
321.39 223.60-419.18 138.30
Arctic cod A 23 59.39 20.72 - 122.81 31.23
(11• .I'aida)
Allantic cod A 402.87 367.70 - 438.04 49.74(G. mor/lIl a )
1167.04 465.94 - 3031.38 835.51
Ca pelin A 25.51 19.46 - 28.75 3.53
1M. vill us" s)
nrcenrand halibul A 57 236.4 5 46.80- 730.50 165.61
R. hip p og loSSQ;dcs
364.76 364.76
Squid A 452 11.03 0.61 - 194.90 12.05
iG onatlU spp.l
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Table 3. 11. Relative contributions by wet weight of common prey species
of hooded seals (Cystophora cristata ) collected from inshore
and offshore waters surrounding Newfoundland . excluding
those samples taken incidentall y from offshore trawlers. Total
weight accounts for major prey items only.
Fish Species N Weight % or
or Prey (01 Total Wci~ht
Greenland halibut 146 29024 .10 42.2
(R. /l ipp ogJosso i des )
Redfish sp , 55 1417R.46 20.6
(Sebastes. spp. )
Arctic cod 190 998 1.43 14.5
(B. saida 1
Atlantic herr ing 42 9617.40 [4.0
(C. harengus)
Atlantic cod 805.74 1.2
(G. morhua )
Capelin 234.23 0.3
(M. vilJosus)
Squid 452 4987 .76 7.2
(GcJnalus spp. )
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Table 3.12. Comparison of the relative frequency of occurrence of preyof
hoodedseals (Cyslop1wra oistaia ) taken between1982- 1990
(Stensonet .al.• 1991) andtaken in 1991,fromNewfoundland
(n =132).
Freq, or Freq, or
Prey Species Occurrence 1981· 1990 Occurrence 1991
N % N %
Fish
Greenlandhalibut 48 27.9 32 22.5
Redlish 10 5.8 24 16.9
Atlanticherring 12 7.0 18 12.7
Arcticcod 24 14.0 8 5.6
Eeipoul 2 1.2 5 3.5
WilChAoundc:r 4 2.8
Righteyc Oounder 4 2.3 4 2.8
Capclin 21 12.2 2 1.4
Atlanticro:! 4 2.3 2 1.4
Skate eggs 3 1.7 1 0.7
American plaice 3 1.7
Gadoid 4 2.3
Sculpins 3 1.7
WoIffish I 0.•
Unidernified 8 4.• 2.1
Invert ebrat es
Gonatus sp. 16 9.3 32 22.5
Natantia 3 1.7 4 2.8
Hypcriidea 2 1.4
Amphipoda 1.2
Euphausiacea 0.•
Bivalvia 0.e
Ooopcda 0.6
Snowcrab 0.6 0.7
10"
fish and invertebrate prey species found in the former study retained their
significancein the present study. Greenland halibut remainedthe mosl
frequentlyoccuning species from both studies. Redflsh, Atlanticherring,
Arcticcod and squid were alsomost frequentlyfound in bothstudies.
However, the relative contributionof capelin to the overall diet dropped
considerablyin this study; eelpoutwere foundmore frequently.
3.3.3. Differences indietary preferences ofhooded seals by sex and season
The relative contributionof common fish prey species10 the overall
dietof hooded sealswas examinedfor genderand seasonaldifferences.
Seasons were defined as winter (October - March) and summer (April -
September). In order to control for variance due to geographical area, and
sincemostmeasurablecontentscamefromstomachsfrom thenortheastcoast
of Newfoundland (Table3.8.), these werethe onlystomachsusedin all
comparisons. Stomachcontentsfromsealscaught incidentally werenot
includedin the analysis.
A chisquare contingencytableshowedno overall significant
differencesbetweensexes in percenttotal weight ofeach preyspecies(X2=
4.80, df =5, P > .05) (Fig 3.7.).
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&..ll
Proportions (% weight) of major fish prey ingested by male and female
hoodedseals (Cy.~tophora cristata) takenfromstomachscollectedfrom1982
- 1991 in waters surrounding Newfoundland.
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For the seasonal comparison. chi square analysis showed an overall
significant difference in percent weight of prey on season that the stomach
was taken (X2 = 68.94, df =5, p < .000 1) (Fig. 3.8.). Component
contingency tables were created to look for individualdifferences.
Differences in the proportionof fish consumed per species per seasonby the
seals were statistically significant for redfish (X2: 12.18. df = 1, P < .001),
Atlantic herring (X2=13.66, df = I, P < .00 1), and Arctic cod (X2=59.36, df
= J, P < .001). No significant differences were found for Greenland halibut,
cupcfin or Atlantic cod.
Sizes ofeachof thesix commonfishpreyconsumedwerealso
examinedfor sex and seasonal differences usign a two - waymixedfactorial
design. No significant differences betweensexes were found foreither
length of prey (F(] ,36) = 0 .021), or for the interaction effect between sex and
prey species (F(4 ,36) = 0.581), at the .05 level. Prey lengths eaten by both
male and female hooded seals were very similar (Fig. 3.9.),
Lengthsof the various fish prey consumed were compared for overall
seasonal size differences (winter and summer) (Fig. 3.10.). The mixed two -
wayanalysis of varianceshowed no overall significant differences in length
of prey on season (F( I.19) =0.124), and no significantinteraction effect
betweenseasonand prey species (F C4.19) =0.310).
III
as.as,
Proportions (% weight) of major fish prey ingested by hoode d seals
(Cystophora cristata) taken from stomachs collectedfrom winter (October
to March) and surruner (April to September)between 1982· 1991in
Newfo undland waters.
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Mean lengths and standa rd dev iations of major fish prey ingested by male and
female hooded seals (Cyslophora cristata ) taken from stomachs collected
from 1982 - 1991 in waters surrounding Newfoundland.
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Mean lengths and standard devia tions of major fish prey ingested by hooded
seals (Cystophora cristata ) taken from stomachs collected from winter and
swruner between 1982 - 1991 in waters surrounding Newfo undland.
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3 4 Discussion
3.4.1. Seals samples
As in other studies, it was difficult to obtain a large sample sizeof
stomachs from all areas surrounding Newfoundland. Due to the distribution
of hunting effort and the temporal distribution of hooded seals in the region.
most stomach samples were collected from the nearshore waters along the
northeast coast of Newfoundland during March and April. Seals arc most
abundant in the areaduring this time as a large number of hooded seals
congregate to breed in mid March in the area off the northern coast of
Newfoundland, and/or southern Labrador (Fig. 2.1.).
Not only arc hooded seals difficult to access, but stomachs obtained
from the breeding grounds are typically empty. Our results agree with the
behavioural observations of hooded seals at the whelping patch which suggest
that females do not leave their pups during the nursing period and that
hooded seal mothers do not appear to feed during lactation (Shcpelcva. 1973;
Bowen et a1.. 1987).
Although seal samples often become available whencaught
incidentally in fishing nets from commercial trawlers, these samples maybe
unrepresentative of the feeding of the population at large. Stomach contents
often reflect the content of the trawl (Table 3.7.), suggesting the possibility
that seals may be attracted to the trawl. and thus feed on the directed species
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targeted by the trawler. Although only '1small sample size was available in
this study, the Atlanticcod retrieved fromseal stomachs taken incidentally
were significantly larger. than the cod measured from seals taken elsewhere,
and wereroughly the samesize as those taken in thenets. However, because
other fishspecies were also foundin stomachs. andas somestomachs
contained no Atlanticcod, it is possible thatthe incidentally caught seals were
not feedingdirectly from the fishing nets, or on Atlantic cod when they were
caught.
3.4.2. Stomach contents
A large number of prey items werefound in the hooded seal stomachs
indicatingthat hooded seals feedon a widevariety of fish and invertebrate
prey. However,a high percentageof thewet weight ingested wasaccounted
for by relatively few species. The prey species whichcontributed most to the
overall diet according to reconstructed weights, included Greenland halibut,
redfish sp.• Arctic cod. Atlantic herring and capelin, in decreasing order.
Squid (Gorlatus spp .) werealso a widespread foodsource,although theycid
not contribute much to thetotal ingested wet weight. The presence of
demersal fishes such as redfish spp.• eelpout, Atlantic cod, Greenland halibut,
and otherrighteye flounders in the seal stomachs, suggests that hooded seals
feed in deep water areas (Sergeant, 1976; Reeves & Ling, 1981).
The large difference in relative contributionsof capelin between the
two studies may have beendue to the variationof time and distribution of
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seals and prey when collections were made. Most of the capelin in the
previous study came from stomachs collected in 1989and 1990. whereas
capelin from the present study all came from 199 1. It is also possible that the
drop in capelin foundin stomachs from thepresent study (1991)mayhave
been a reflection of the availability of capelin during the period of time that
sea ls were sampled. Water temperatures in 1991 were co lder than any
recorded for the last 45 years, resulting in a delay of capelin migration to
inshore waters for spawningby an average of four weeks (Carscadden ct ul.,
1992). Thisdelay in timing may alsohave affectedthe availability of capclin
as prey to hooded seals. As well. 1991 showeda drastic dropof the biomass
of capelin in NAFO areas 2J3KL which was thought 10 be influenced by the
unfavourable hydrologic conditions during that year (Bakcnev. 1992).
Information on the foodsof hooded seals is sparse but published
literature generally reports similar prey types. Kapel (1982) reponed that
various demersal fish speciesconstituted the major food items, listing
Greenland halibut. redfish, capelin, and gadoids as important prey items, In
Canadian waters, Sergeant (1976) also reported that redflsh and Greenland
halibut were Important prey species of hooded seals.
Food studies of harpseals collected from the same regionsas the
sample of hooded seals taken in this study placed Arctic cod(43.7%) and
capelin (37.7%) as the most abundant prey species found (I. Ni. Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, St. John's, unpublished data). Percentage frequency
of occurrenceof Arctic codand capelin in this study showed presence of
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Arctic cod in 17.4% orthe stomachs examined , and capelin in 4.3%. Other
studies have also shown that harp seals feed mainly on pelagic fishes,
dominatedby capelin and Arcticcod. and on a varietyof inwtebrates,
particularlyeuphausids andshrimps (Finleyet aI., 1990; Lydersenet aI.,
1991). This information suggests thatalthoughharpseals andhoodedseals
do share a common geographical range. and some prey type preferences
overlap, the prey species consumeddiffer in relative importance,according
to frequenc y of occurrence . Thus, competition for food is unlikel y.
3.4.3. Reconstructions of hoodedseal prey
Sizes of prey estimatedfromstomach contentremains,suggests that
hoodedseals eat fish withina particular size range. Mean lengthsof Atlantic
herring, redfish, Atlantic cod, andGreenlandhalibutall fell between25 - 35
em, and weightsaveragedbetween235 - 250g. As expected,Arcticcod and
capclinshowed smaller mean lengths and weights. Noprevious studieshave
estimated the size of prey consumed by hooded seals. However,greyseals
offeastern Canada. which areof comparablesize, appear to consumea
similar size range of prey(Benoit & Bowen, 1990). Harp seals, whichare
smaller phocids, don't appear to consume the larger fish prey, however,
Arctic cod and capelin are commonfood items. Studieshaveshownthatharp
seals consume sma ller - sized Arctic cod (Finley et. al., 1990), and similar -
sized capelin (Murie & Lavigne, 1991).
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When mean prey lengthsof fish ingested by male and female hooded
seals were compared. no sex differences were found. implying that males and
females eat the same sized fish. Comparisons of this sort have not been done
previously on hooded seals, but studies on harp seals in the Gulf of S1.
Lawrence (Murie & Lavigne, 1991), and in the Barents Sea (Lyderscn cr ul.,
1991) also found no sex related differences in fish prey size. Althoughdata
indicate that hooded seals consume similar sized prey in both winterand
surraeer, a larger sample size of seals from different months is needed 10
substantiate this.
As well as providing estimates of size of prey consumed.
reconstructing actual weights of prey were used to describe the relative
importance of prey items in thediet of hooded seals. Using reconstructed
weight proportions, many of the critical problems which exist when diel is
described by either the relative frequency of occurrence or the numerical
methodis eliminated . Figure 3.6. demonstrates how inconsistencies in the
relative importance of prey to the diet can be achieved depending on which
method of expression is used to present results. For example. the commonly
used frequency of occurrence and numerical methods placed squid at the top
in prey value, whereas squid are much less valuable when viewed as percent
contribution by weight.
Comparisons of the proportions of fish consumed, by weight, for
malesand females suggests that hooded seals eat the same proportions of
important fish prey. However, their diet may be dependent on seasonal
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variablilty in prey species as differences were found between the proportion
of fishrepresented in the diet, and theseason in which the stomach was taken.
The proportionof redfish spp. and Atlantic herring consumed by hooded
sealswas significantly larger in the sununer months. whereas the relative
proportion of Arctic cod consumed in the winter was significantly larger.
Seasonal differences in prey eaten has also been observed in both harbour
(Harkonen, J987) and harp seals (Kapel & Angantyr, 1989) in coastal waters
of Greenland.
Little information is available in the literature on seasonal changes in
population sizes and migratory patterns of common hooded seal fish prey.
However, times and locations of spawningare available for most species.
Hoodedseals may feed more activelyon speciesin the pre - spawning phase,
at which lime fish are more energetically rich, than in the post - spawning
time when females are spent, and are of poor quality, energetically -
speaking. Both redfish and Atlantic herring inhabit the waters of
Newfoundlandand Labrador year round (Ni & McKone, 1981; Winters,
1976: respectively). Spawning occurs primarily between April and June for
redfish, and between May and June for Atlantic herring (Scott & Scott,
1988). Although there are two spawning periods for herring, those
inhabitingNewfoundland's east coast are predominantly spring spawners
(Winters, 1976). Arctic cod spawn primarily in the winter between
December and March (Scott & Scott, 1988). A pre - spawning migration
northward occurs in the early fall where Arctic cod concentrate in dense
schools in nearshore waters (Bradstreet et. al., 1986).
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Greenlandhalibut are distributedthroughoutthe northwestAtlantic.
The mainspawningcomponentoccursin thedeepwatersof DavisStrait. As
fish approachmaturity (between6 - 9 years), theymigratenorthwardinto
DavisStrait for spawningin the latewinteror earlyspring, then moveback
downto the deep - water bays surroundingNewfoundland (Bcwcring&
Brodie,I991) . Greenlandhalibutare slowgrowinganimals that live in
excessof20 yearsand growup to 100cm in length(SCOIf & Scott, 1988). In
waterssurroundingNewfoundlandand Labrador,most commercialand
researchcatcheshave showna scarcityof maturefish (Bowering, 1983).
Sincethesefish areof a comparable size rangetothose eatenby hoodedseals.
it is likelythat manyof thefish eatenby the hoodedsealsare also immature,
thusexhibitingno pre- or post- spawningenergeticfluctuations,
The relativeabundanceof the fish speciesmay alsohave a strong
influenceon thecompositionof thefoodin thedietof seals. It ispossible that
the differenceinproportions of preyeaten in winterand summermonthsis
simplydue to theavailabilityof certainpreyin thearea during thoseseasons.
Theymay also be selectively choosingdifferentprey inorder to till their
energeticneeds.
. ~
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C H APTE R 4:
E nergetic analys i5 of diet of hnQded seals
4 I Introductjon
Infonnation on the typesof prey consumed byhood ed sea lsand
correspondingestimates of sizeand proportions of foodingested per meal is
critical to understanding food habits of hooded seals in the northwest
Atlantic. However, to mo re fully understand the rolehooded seals play inthe
ecosystem. and its possib le interactionwith other marine resources such as
commercial fish. informat ionon the relative ene rgetic contribution of each
food item to thediet must be included. The relative contribution ofprey by
weight (ca lculated inChapter3) provides useful information on their diet.
however. a bioenergeticapproach, inwhich the caloric content of the fish
consumed is used inconj unction withthe weight of the fish.presentsa more
reliable measure of diet (Lavigne , Barchard, Innes & 0ritsland. 1982).
By combining estimates of thedaily energy requi rements ofhooded
seals in the wild, andthe proximate composition ofeach prey itemconsumed
by the seals, a better idea of the biologica l importance of prey to thediet can
be achieved. By integrat ing info rmation gained through stomach content
analysis (such as types and weights of the prey items ingested) withenergy
contents of each prey item . andenergy requirements of hooded seals, the
number of prey that hooded seals need to consume in order to f 11iSfy their
daily energy requirements canbe estimated. Eventually. these estimates can
be projected to various seal populationsizes 10 predict annual food
consumptionby an entire population (Lavigne et al., 1982;Lavigne. Innes,
Stewart& Wonhy, 1985).
Two important assumptions must beconsideredwhenmaking such
predictionsbased on stomachcontents. The assumption thathooded seals
consume all parts of their prey is implicit in the use of otolithanalysis to
assess stomach contents, and relative importance ofprey to the overall diet
(M urie, 1987). As well, it is assumed that contents from thestomach. with
the exception of squ id. are probablya product of onerecentmeal. A high
metabolic rate. and the high water content ofthe digesta, allows seals to
digest their foodqu ickly (Helm, 1984;Murie& Lavigne, 1985). and many
studies have consistently shown thatotolithsrepresent recent ingestion of fish
(with 24h)(FroSl & Lowry, 1980; Finley & Gibb, 1982; Murie& Lavigne,
1986; 1991). Although squid beaks may remain instomachs indefinitely,
they contribute very little byweight in the relative contribution to the overall
die t.
Few studies exist which have incorporated measurement of weightof
the variousprey items consumed. the proximate compositionof those prey
items, and the estimated caloric intake of theseal. Using dataon captive
animals. someestimates of these factors havebeen made for both harp seals
(Sergeant. 1973)and harbour seals (Boulva, 1973). Weight, number, and
caloric content of prey species have been usedto reconstruct the dietof a
number of species, forexample. the summer diet ofharp seals in the
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Cana dian high Arctic (Finley & Gibb, 1984). Caloric conten ts of prey
specieshavealso beenusedto de termine therelative importanceof fish tothe
diet of wild harpsealsfeeding in theSt. LawrenceestuaryduringJanuary
a nd February (Murie et a l..1991}, and grey sea ls (Halichoerus grypus) in
the northwestern Gulfof Sf.Lawrence (Murie& Lavigne. 1992). However,
little has been documented on the caloric content of the diet o f hoode d seals.
The main objective of th is chapter was to determine th e relative
importanceofeach of the most commonpreyspecies ~;.1 thetotaldiet of
hoodedseals in Newfoundland by using energeticcontentinformationofthe
prey spec ies mos t commonly taken . Re lative importance of each prey item to
the total dietof the seal wasdefined as thepercent total grossenergy of prey.
42 Materials and Methods
4.2 .1. Energetic Values of Prey and St omach Contents
Energy densities (kJ!g) of each of the most commonprey speciesof
hooded seals. determined in Chapter 3 . were obtained from the published
literature. or derived from analysesdone by Department of Fisheries and
Ocea ns personne l whe n appropriate values were not otherwise available
(Table 4 .1). Seasonal o r month lyvalues are given for eachfish species
wheneverpossible.
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Table 4.1. Energy values of important preyspecies of hooded seals
(Cyslophora cristasa )showingspatial and temporal differences
wheneverpossible.
Enerl1
NFish Species Densit y Loudon season Sourer
(kJlgl or Month
Green land halibul 4 .4 1 Newfound'-and Winter
R. hippoglouoid~J
5.72 Newfoundland Winte r
6.6 3 Newfoundland Win~r
8.0' Newfoundland Winter
RedCish spp. 4.4 >5 Gulfof Mainc winte r
(SebaJltS spp. )
4.5 Newfoundland Summer
Atlantic: herrlnl 8.6 13 Newfoundland January
(C. htl"ngus )
8.4 100 Newfoundland F<bru"l'
7.9 22 Newfoundland MMeh
6.2 36 Newfoundland AInI
Arct ic: rod 4.1 Newfoundland Winlet
(8 . sai diJ )
H 10 High An:tic Summer
Capelin 7.5 Newfoundland March
(M. villasu! )
6 .2 Newfoundland April
Atlantic: cod 4.2 > 5 Newfoundland Allyear
(G. mo,hua )
Squ id 3.8 NEAtlantic
(Gona'us ,pp.)
I Calculated for fish 1S·20 em ] Calculated for fish )0·3 5 em
2 Calculalcd for fish 25·30 em · C.!culated for fish 35 ... em
J. N . O cc:se man. DFO, St. John's, per s. comm .
2. Src imle Jr . &T erranov a (1985)
3. Hodder. Parsons. Winters & Spencer (1913)
4. Finky&Gibb (1984~
S. M Onlevec chi &.Pian (1984)
6. Clarke, Clark e.,Ho lmes & Waters ( 19 85)
1 2 8
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Fish speeimens examined at the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
were colle cted off the east coast of Newfoundland by DFO personnel on
research vessels . An attempt was made to collect fish which were directly
compa rabl e, morphornetricaUy, temporal ly and spatially, to prey eaten by
the hooded seals . Specimens we re frozen upon capture and stored at - 200 C.
Samples were thawed prior to p ro ximal content analyses. Fish were analyzed
fo r moisture (fresh - dried weight), pro tein (Kjeldah l method ), lipid
(d iethyl ether extraction), and as h conte nts (combustion in muf fle furnace)
(see Montevecc hi and Piau, 1984).
Energetic values of each fi sh examined from stomach co ntent analysis
was determined by multiplying the estimated wet weight of each fish by the
ca loric density, according to the date of capture.
The relativ e importance of prey to thediet was expresse d as the
pe rcent contribution to gross energy intake. These values were compared
withthe percent wet weight es timates obta ined in the previous chapter.
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The mean energetic valuesfor Atlantic herring,Atlantic cod and
Greenlandhal ibutwere very similar, averaging between 1600 and 1700kJ
(Table 4.2.). Averageredfishenergy values werearouncl llOOkJ. Arctic
cod.capelin and squid were considerably lower, rangingfrom
approximately 40- 250 kJ. Rangesin energeticvalues probably reflect the
large range in weightsof fish examined.
Relative contributionsof prey. expressedas the percent total energy of
prey recovered, was determinedfor all stomachscollectedbetween 1982-
1991. excludingthosecaught incidentally fromoffshore trawlers(Table
4.3.). Sinceit wasnot possible toestimateweightsforall stomach contents,
total gro ss energy throughout this study represents onlythe major prey
items. which account for over 80% or the die t by relative frequency of
occurrencede terminedin Chapter 3 . Greenlandhalibut was thegreatest
contributor. by energy, comprising appro: mately 53%of the total gross
energy of prey recovered. Both redfish spp. andAtlantic herring
contributed between 16 - 17%, while Arctic codaccounted for
approximately IJ% or the total energy consumed. Atlantic cod, capelin, and
squid eachcontributed less than 1% of the totalenergyto the diet.
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Table 4 .2. Energy values(E = kJ/animal) of common prey specieso f
hooded seals (Cystoplwra cristata ) taken between 1982 - 1991
by collectors in inshoreand offshorewatersof Newfoundland
excluding those caught incidentallyby offshore trawlers .
No. Mean E per Ran ge in E value Std .
Prey Species Pre y Ind ividua l per In dividu al Prey nev,
( kJ ) (kJ I
Atla n tic herrin g 22 1604.48 616.5 3 - 28 36.60 579.60
(C. hurengu s )
Redfish sp p. 29 109 4.20 148.68 - 2942.37 72KAl\
(Seba slts I pp. )
Arctic cod 23 25 6.81 84.95- 503.52 138.6 1
lB. said4 )
Atlan tic cod 1692,05 1544.34- 1839.77 208.90
(G. morh ua )
Ca pe lin 171.93 120.65- 201.00 32.4 9
(M. l'iIl0SU! )
Gre en land halibut 57 1642.63 205.92 - 5844.00 1422.49
(R. hipp(Jglouoides )
Sq u id 452 41.93 2.32 - 740.62 45.79
(Go na/us spp. )
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Table 4.3. Relative contributions of common prey species of hooded
seals (Cystophora cristata ) collectedfrominshoreand
offshore water s surrounding Newfoundland. Samples taken
incidentally fromoffshore trawlers are excluded. Percent total
energy refers only to the major prey itemsexamined. which
accounts for over80% of the totaldiet.
Prey Species Number Total Energy
of Stomachs (kJ)
% of
Total Energy
Greenland halibut 30
R. hippoglo ssoide s
Kedfish spp . 20
(Sebau es .~pp. )
Arclic cod
(B . saida }
Allantic herring 10
(C . Iwrengu!)
Atlantic cod
(0, morhua)
Capelin
(M . villosu!)
Sq uid 39
(Gonalus sPP.l
196149 .74 53.0
63617.50 11.2
4}478.05 11.2
61068.31 16.5
3384.11 0.9
1625 .78 0.4
2694.81 0.8
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44 Discussion
4.4.1. Energetic contribu tion of prey to the diet
The majority of energy consumedby hooded seals in Newfoundland
throughout the year came from Greenland halibut. redfish spp., Atlantic
herring. and Arct ic cod. contri buting a tota l of approximately 98% of energy
estimated. Just over half was provided by Greenland halibu t (53 %). Little
differencewas observed in the relative importance of prey items in the diet
when e xpressed both energetically and by reconstructed weight s (Fig. 4.1.).
The mass of fish consumed by an individual seal was, in general.
proportional to its gross ener gy intake . Sma ll differences were found for
Atlanticherring and Arctic cod due to the fact that Atlantic herring were
considerably energetically richer than Arctic cod. The importance of squid
was further reduced when expressed energetically, especially comparedto
frequency of occurrence.
Of the seven most commonprey species found in hoodedseal
stomachs, Atlantic herri ng, Greenland halibut and Atlantic cod shared
equallyhigh, and similar mean energetic values (Table 4.2.). However, in
this study, approximately 53% of the energy obtained from prey came from
Greenland halibut, 16.5% from Atlantic herring, and only 0.9% from
Atlantic cod. Mean energy per individualmay be misleadingas therewas a
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Relative importance of six conunon preyspecies in the diet of hooded seals
caught in the watersof Newfoundlandbetween 1982 - 1991by (a) relative
frequencyof occurrence of prey recovered. (b) percent wet weight of prey,
and (c) percent gross energy of prey recovered.
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large difference between Atlantic cod and Greenland halibut and Atlantic
herring in the number of fish eaten, and range of energy values.
Seasonalcomparisons of prey consumed (determinedin Chapter 3) are
contradictory to what would be expected. energetically. Although the
contribution of Atlantic herring (by % weight) was significantly larger in the
summer months. and the proportion of Arcticcod consumedin the winter
was significantly larger. the seasonal variations in energetic densities of these
two species are reversed(Table 4.1.). Change in food preference between
winter and summer is. therefore. probably not due only to the energetic
value of the prey . but is mo re likely due to the availability of these fish in the
area during the time that the seals are feeding. Abundance estimates of fish
occupying the same area as hoodedseals. duringthe same timeperiodare
needed,
Obtaining appropriateenergy densities of fish iscriticalto the analysis
of the relative contribution of prey to lhe dietas differencesin energydensity
of prey alonemay affectthe estimated biomass of foodconsumedby a factor
of three or more (Lavigneet al., 1982; Murieet al., 1991). Although for
mostcases winterand summercaloric values wereavailablefor fish species,
results obtained from analysisdone for this study came fromfish whichhad
been frozen for an extendedperiodof time. There was considerablemoisture
present inthe Arcticcod and redfish sample bagswhen thawedwhichmay
haveaffected the outcome of the proximalcompositionanalysis.
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The sample sizes of fish used to obtain energy densities were low in
most cases, or were not morphometrically, spatially. or temporally
representative of the prey consumed by hooded seals. The size runge of
Greenlandhalibut used to discernenergy densities was adequate for this
study. However. in order to substantiate the claim that the energydensityof
Greenland halibut increases with fish length, it would be beneficial to obtain
energy densities for a larger sample size of fish of varying sizes. Although a
second orderpolynomial regression of prey length against energydensity
was very significant (r2=.94, n = 10, p < .000 1), sample sizes from
different size classes used were very low (Table4.1.).
4.4.2. Seal /Fishery Interaction
In order to understand the potential impact that hooded seals may have
on the fish stocks and commercial fisheries, infonnation on the total energy
consumption of hooded seals is important (Lavigneet al., 1982).
Unfortunately, energetic requirements of hooded seals in the wild arc no!
known.
In the past, the energy requirements of hooded seals have been
estimatedbased on studies of other phocids andexpressed as rate of food
consumption. The Report of the Royal Commission (1986),estimated that
hooded seals consume approximately 4% of their body weight per day.
However, using percent body weight for food consumption is not strictly
correct. Consumption varies seasonally, with the maturity of the animal, and
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withenergycontentof theprey species. Bodymass,blubber thickness.
activity,and energy requirementsof hoodedsealsvary throughoutthe year.
Forexample, duringthe breedingseason, hoodedseals undergoa periodof
littleto no foodconsumption,and lose up to 20%of their body weight
(Bowenet aI., 1987; Kovacs& Lavigne, 1992). Therefore, they mayeat
morethantheirimmediaterequirements at somepoint duringthe restof the
year in order to replace the weight lost and preparefor the next breeding
season. Consumption of resources must, therefore, vary seasonally. As well.
hoodedsealseat a varietyof prey. and changethe relativecontributions of
thesepreyto thediet seasonally. It is important, therefore,toobtain
energeticinformation which corresponds to the changesseals undergo
throughoutthe year.
Variousapproaches can be taken to estimateenergy requirementsof
wildseals. Followingthe conventionalenergeticscheme (Kleiber, 1975), the
caloricintakeof the seal is calculatedfromestimatesof the quantityof food
ingestedper meal, the frequencyof feeding,measurementof the weightof
variousprey itemsconsumed, and the proximatecompositionof thoseprey
items(Lavigneet al.• 1982). In a morecomplexmodelused to evaluatethe
annualenergybudgetof seals (SEAERG),additionalfactorssuch as seal
mortality,seawaterand air temperatures,and body growth for sealsof each
sex and age. and umc. activity budgets,are incorporatedinto the model
(0rilsland & Markussen.1990). A samplepopulationmodel is combined
witha physiologicalmodel. Unfortunately, manyoi these parameters, such
as measurementsof urinary or faecal loss. estimatesof the heat incrementof
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feedingrelative to the energy content of food, activity levels. and body
temperatures in hooded seals or other pinnipedsare unavailable in the
published literature (Lavigne et al., 1982),
Conventionalestimates of metabolic ratesof wild animals usually
involve multip les of basal metabolic rate extrapo lated from laboratory to
field situations (for example. Murie & Lavigne. 1991). However. such
estimatesmaynotaccuratelyestimatedirectmeasurements in thewild.
Doubly labeled water techniques are also used to estimate field metabolic
ratesof wild animals(Nagy, 1983: Birr-Friesen, Monrevecchi, Cairns&
Macko , 1989), although potential errors are also present using this technique
(Nagy & Costa, 1980). No published information is available on metabolic
Tates of wild seals using this methodology.
Hoodedseals in the northwest Atlantic appear to spend time in areas
that are exploited by commercial fisheries. There is no doubt that they cat
conunercial fish species, and commercially- sized fish. It is not possible,
however,to evaluate the impact of local predation on individual fish stocks
before more information is collected with respect to both behavioural and
physiological characteristicsof seals. As well, similar temporal and spatial
information on fish migrations, abundanceand energetic contents in
Canadian watersare needed.
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CHAPTFR 5:
Swn.mar.t
Knowledge of diet is fundamental to studiesof the ecologyof seals and
especially to any understanding of their role as predators in the northwest
Atlanticmarine ecosystem. Although hooded sealsare the largest of the
northern phocids, and are abundant in the North Atlanticand Arctic seas,
very little quantitative data is available on their feeding behaviour and
dietary preferences. Lackof information on hoodedseals is most likely due
to their general living environment. and inaccessibility to humans.
The mainobjectiveof this studywas to determine the diet andfeeding
ecology of hoodedseals off the coast of Newfoundland by the analysis of
stomach contents. Three steps were involved. In the first part, regression
equationswereestablished to estimatefish size from otolith size for the most
commonprey speciesof hoodedseals. In thesecond phase, stomach contents
were determinedby analysisof species- specificotoliths, eye lenses and
other characteristic bony partssuch as vertebrae in fishes, as well as
carapacesand beaksin invertebrates. Sizesof fish at ingestion werethen
reconstructed using the equationsderived from the first section. In the third
phase. thecaloricdensi.ies of important prey itemsconsumed by the seals
were determined, and combined withestimatedsizes of the prey items
ingested.established in thesecond section, such that the total caloric intakeof
each species consumedby the seal could be estimated. Theseenergetic values
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wereused to evaluate the relative contributionof preyto thediet in an
attempt to gain a betterunderstandingof preychoiceby the hoodedseals.
5 J Summary of establishingregression equations
Sizes for six common prey species found in waters off the northeast
coast of Newfoundlandand Labradorwere derived through growthback .
calculationprocedures based on the proportionality betweenfish sizeand
otolith size. The regressionmethod estimated fish length and fish weight
from the measured size of the otolith into a fish length I weight- otolith
length I height regression derived from samples of the population.
Differences in length and height betweenleft and right otolithsof each
species, as well as spatial and temporal differences insize within each fish
species were also examined.
No differences were found between measurements from left and right
otoliths; therefore, the average measurementof the left and right otoliths for
each fish were plottedagainst fish length.
Forall species except Greenlandhalibut, the highest possible
correlationbetweenotoJithsize and fish length I weight was establishedusing
the maximumlengthof the otolith. For Greenlandhalibut, maximumotolith
height gave a better correlation.
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ForArcticcod. capelin and Atlanticherring, leastsquares linear
regressions providedthe best predictiveequations of fish length from otolith
size. whereassecond order polynomialregressions provided a better fit for
Atlantic cod, Greenlandhalibutand redfish. The relationships between
otolith lengthI heightand fish weight were investigated by fitting linearleast
squares regressions to the log -transformed data. Coefficients of
determination forall equations rangedfrom .80 to .98.
Spatialand temporaldifferences within samples wereexaminedfor
four of thesix mostimportantpreyspecies which containedsubsets of fish
from differentareas and years. Growth rates for bothcapelin and Atlantic
herring were significantly different between1990and 1991. Although
Greenland halibutand redfish growthrates weresimilar betweentwo
differentareas. significantlydifferent intercepts for redfish suggesteda
possible morphometric differencebetweensubsetsperhapsdue to sampling
of different stocks oreven different species.
These results suggested that regressionequationsmay vary within or
betweena species bothspatially and temporally. However, becausesex and
stock of fish samplesv-ere not distinguished,andsamples were notavailable
from all areas and years for all species in this study, data for all fish within
each species were pooled. Furtherstudiesareneededusing larger sample
sizes. laking genderandstocks into account,andemployingsamplesfromall
appropriateareas. seasons. and years.
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52 Summa ry of diet composition of hooded seals
Hard parts of prey remains found in the complete stomach contents of
hoodedseals were examined. A total of 132hoodedseal stomachs were
collected from inshore and offshore waters surrounding Newfoundland
between 1987 ~ 1991. The majority of stomachs (73%) came from the
nearshore region along the northeast coast of Newfoundland and were taken
in April. Nostomachs wereavailable fromtheLabrador region. Nopups
were taken. Over half of the samplescollected were females (64.2%).
A total of 14 prey groups were identified, including 10species of fish
and4 invertebrates. Relative importance of prey, expressed as the percent
total wet weight of prey recovered, was determined forall stomachs
collectedbetween 1982·1991 , excluding those caught incidentally from
offshore trawlers. Greenland halibut was by far the most important species.
followed by redfish sp., Arctic cod, Atlantic herring, squid, Atlantic cod and
capelin, in decreasing order of importance. Expressing relative importance
of prey to the hooded seal diet as percent total reconstructed wet weight was
considered to be an improvement on the other traditional methods which
include percent frequency of occurrence and numerical proportions.
Through estimating lengths and weights of fish from regression
equations established in the previous section, it was discovered thai hooded
seals fed mainly on a particularsize range of food. For the larger fishes, the
average lengths ranged from 25 - 35 em, while for the two smaller species,
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lengths ranged from 15 - 25 em. Fishconsumed by seals caught incidentally
from offshore trawlers were large r than those taken elsewhere .
The estimated sizes (length), and proportions (% weight) of fish found
per stomach did not differ significantly between male and femalehooded
seals. implying that males and females ate similarly - sized fish and similar
proportions of fish species within their diets.
The proportions, by percent weight, of redfish and Atlantic herring
consumedby hooded seals were significantlylarger in thesununer months,
whereasthe relativeproportion of Arctic cod consumedwassignificantly
larger in the winter months. No seasonaldifferenceswere found inactual
lengths of fisheaten, suggesting that hoodedsealsate the same- sized fish
throughout the year. However. the shift in ratios of conunon food items
consumed between winter and summer suggestedeither a change in food
availability or preference.
Four of the five fish species significant (by weight) to the diet of
hooded seals examined in this study were also important conunercialspecies:
Greenland halibut. capelin, Atlantic herring and redfish spp. Estimated sizes
of these prey eaten by hooded seals are also the samesizes of fish taken by
commercial fisheries. Thus, in relation to size, there is potential for direct
competition between the seals and the fishery. The information given by the
food of the seals in inshore waters along the northeast coast of Newfoundland
suggests that Greenland halibut is the most importantspeciesby weight and
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frequency together with redfish spp. and Atlantic herri ng. Several abundant
commercial fish species such as Atlantic cod,Americanplaiceand grenadiers
which share habitats with hooded seals in March and April in this area. are
not found in thei r diet.
53 SUmmary ofenergetic ana lysis of prey cons umed by hooded sea ls
The caloric values for six common prey species of hoodedseals were
determinedby proximatecompositionanalysis. As stomachs were obtained
from differentseasons and areas, and it is well known that caloric values of
fish may vary both seasonallyand temporally. an attemptwas made to collect
fish from locations corres ponding to those from which the seals were taken.
Of the prey species examined, Greenland halibut. Atlantic herring and
Atlantic cod all shared the highe st averag e energe tic values , followed by
redfish . Arctic cod, capelin and squid.
Relative contribution of prey, expre ssed as the percent tota l gross
energy of prey recovered, was determ ined for al l stomachs collected between
1982 and 1991, excl uding those caught incidenta lly off shore. Green land
halib ut was by far the most important species , con tributing appro xima tely
53% of the tota l energy consumed, followed by redfish , Atlant ic herring,
Arctic cod, squid, Atlanti c cod and capelin , in decreasing order of
importance. These proportions corresponded with those obtained from
percent tota l we t weig ht of prey recovered.
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No sexdifferences werefound in me proportion of fish eaten
expressed as the percent total gross energy ingested. However. seasona l
differences in energetic values for redfish, Arctic cod and Atlantic herring
consumedby hooded seals were found. Thiscorresponded with the
proportionsof preyeaten by hooded sealsexpressedas percent grossweight
ingested. Since Arctic cod are more energet ically rich in the summer, but
compriseda higher proportion of the diet in the winter, and vice versa for
Atlanticherring, it is likely that hooded seals do not rely simply onenergetic
value of prey, but may choose prey which are more readily available. or
easierto catch.
Hooded seals in the northwest Atlanticappearto spendtime in areas
that are exploited by commercial fisheries. There is no doubt that hooded
sealscat commercialfish species.and commercially- sized fish. It is not
possible. however. to evaluatethe impact of local predationon individual fish
stocksbeforemore information is collectedwith respect to both behavioural
andphysiological characteristicsof seals, l.e. locations and basal metabolic
rates in the wild throughout the year. As well. similar temporal and spatial
intormaticnon fish migrations. abundanceand energetic contents in
Canadian waters arc needed.
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